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Bono talks about coming out 
By WENDY SUTO 
 The BG News ■ 
Chastity Bono "came out" to 
the University yesterday night in 
the ballroom to speak about her 
book. 
During the presentation, Bono 
talked about what it was like to 
publicly come out as a lesbian 
and how that has affected her 
and those people close to her. For 
the rest of the presentation she 
took questions. 
She also talked 'about her 
book "Family Outing." She said 
it is a self-help guide to help gays 
and lesbians and their families 
understand homosexuality and 
the coming-out process better. 
The guide is geared to let those 
coming out pass along "Family 
Outing" to their friends and fam- 
ilies as a general guide. 
"I wanted to write an easy 
and enjoyable self-help book, not 
one which would be difficult to 
understand and read," she said. 
Mary Krueger, director of the 
Women's Center, introduced 
Bono. She said Bono had a diffi- 
cult time coming out to her par- 
ents who are famous personality 
figures Sonny and Cher Bono. 
"Without access to the 
anonymity and privacy that 
most  of us  take  for granted, 
• See BONO, page seven. 
BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS 
Chastity Bono spoke on the difficulties of discussing her 
lesbianism with friends and family. 
Elections 
Gault/Chipps 
Clint Gault -President 
Christie Chipps -Vice President 
Campaign Slogan: "A New 
Millennium, A New USG. .." 
Platform: 
•Expand shuttle service 
•Increase visibility of teacher 
evaluations 
•Re-instate pre-registration 
•Improve University academic 
standards 
IU*>- 
Christie Chipps 
Russell/All 
Maryann Russell -President 
David All   -Vice President 
Campaign Slogan: "Students 
Serving Students" 
Platform: 
•Reallocate parking lots, look 
to build a parking garage 
• Make long -term plans for a 
parking garage 
•Increased athletics funding 
•Create a student suggestion box 
in the Union 
David All 
Kelley/Papas 
Kris Kelley -President 
Adam Papas   -Vice President 
Platform: 
• Increase diversity on campus 
through recruitment and 
promotion 
• Lower food prices and better 
food 
•Establish a no attendance policy 
•Increase entertainment on 
campus 
•Increase teacher accountability 
Adam Papas 
Swatt/Iacobucci 
Joe lacobucci 
Jaclyn Bree Swatt -President 
Joe lacobucci   -Vice President 
Campaign slogan: "SWATT 
(Students Working and 
Teaming Together) Team" 
Platform: 
•Increase USG visibility 
•Reinstate pre-registration 
•Limit parking passes 
•Increase the number of 
shuttles and extend shuttle 
hours 
•Research building a parking 
garage 
USG 
races 
offer few7 
choices 
ByJEFFARNETT 
The BG News 
Every race on the ballot 
for the Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government elections 
is full, but just barely. 
The senatorial race fea- 
tures 17 candidates for the 
12 at-large positions and 12 
candidates for the 12 off- 
campus seats, but these 
numbers came after two 
deadline extensions for 
interested candidates, and 
the delay of the elections for 
the eight college seats until 
the fall. 
Carney said yesterday 
that the EOB is satisfied 
with the number of candi- 
dates who applied, even 
though the college races had 
to be dropped from the bal- 
lot. The reason that the races 
did not fill up, he said, is 
that changes to the USG 
constitution raised the num- 
ber of elected seats, while 
the short notice for the elec- 
tion reduced the number of 
people who were able to 
apply,  particularly  for the 
• See USG, page seven. 
USG election turnout expected to increase 
By JEFF ARNETT 
The BG News 
Spring elections for the 
Undergraduate Student Gov- 
ernment begin at 9 a.m. today in 
the Union Oval. 
The elections will be held on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, in a 
tent at the Union Oval from 9 
ti.m. to 5 p.m. and from 4 p.m. to 
9 p.m. at the Jerome Library. 
According to Jeff Carney, 
chairman of the Elections and 
Opinions Board (EOB), which is 
overseeing the elections, two 
members of the EOB will occu- 
py each table where voting takes 
place. 
Counting of the ballots will 
likely begin after the Union clos- 
es on Wednesday, Carney said, 
and    the    winners    will    be 
announced Thursday at 9 a.m. 
in the Prout Lounge. Though 
Carney indicated that counting 
will be done some time Wednes- 
day night, the announcement 
will not be made until the 
appointed time Thursday morn- 
ing, so the candidates can learn 
the results before the general 
public. 
Running in the elections are 
four presidential tickets and a 
total of 29 senatorial candidates. 
There are 17 candidates running 
for the 12 senator at-large seals 
and 12 candidates running for 
12 off-campus positions. 
The elections themselves are 
expected to bring a large 
amount of activity to the Union 
Oval. 
"1 expect a lot of people to be 
out there campaigning," Carney 
said,  predicting  that between 
one third to one half of senatori- 
al candidates will campaign 
near the polls. Carney said that 
at least one member of each 
presidential ticket is likely to be 
there at all times. Candidates are 
allowed to campaign outside of 
a twenty-five foot circle around 
the polls. 
Current USG president Kevin 
Hussey, who is not running this 
• See ELECTIONS, page seven. 
Faculty member honored for dedication to journalism 
BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS 
Undo Glomski has been organizing GUPA since 
1973. 
By AMYJOL. BROWN 
       The BG News 
She thought she owed them money 
and didn't open the envelope right 
away. When Linda Fritz-Glomski did 
finally open the envelope from the 
Columbia Scholastic Press Association, 
she was very surprised. 
"At first, 1 couldn't comprehend 
what the letter said," Glomski, admin- 
istrative assistant to the communica- 
tion studies program, said. 
The letter that she received from the 
CSPA announced that she had won the 
James Frederick Paschal Award, a 
national lifetime achievement award. 
Glomski had not even been aware 
that she had been nominated. 
The nomination was given by mem- 
bers of the Great Lakes Interscholastic 
Press Association because of Glomski's 
participation in the planning and orga- 
nizing of the GLIPA fall workshop 
held every year at the University. 
"The truth is she runs the organiza- 
tion (GLIPA) almost single-handedly," 
Dennis Hale, interim director of the 
journalist department, said. 
GLIPA offers 75 workshops and 
classes that attract almost 2,000 high 
school students each year from Ohio, 
southern Michigan and eastern Indi- 
ana to the BGSU campus. Approxi- 
mately 40,000 students have attended 
the workshop in the past 25 years. 
Glomski took over the organization 
of the project soon after she arrived at 
the University in 1973. Along with the 
GLIPA project, Glomski helps coordi- 
nate summer journalism workshops 
for students, while also organizing 
programs for teachers. 
The James Frederick Paschal Award 
was presented last Thursday during a 
luncheon at Columbia University in 
New York City. 
She said New York was better than 
what she had expected. 
"People were very gracious and 
friendly," she said. 
While she was very happy to 
receive the award, Glomski also wants 
it known that many others from the 
journalism department and local 
papers help with the GLIPA project. 
"I don't think it's right just to have 
my name on the plaque," she said. 
"You can't do something like this and 
be an island." 
I t 
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Editor offers USG 
election endorsement 
Editor-in-Chief 
I believe thai < 1ml < laull and 
Christie ( hipps are the most 
worthy candidates for L'St. pres- 
ident and vice-president. 
Those candidates stand out 
from ,i field ol capable student 
leaders. This year, we .is a stu- 
dent bod) are fortunate enough 
to ha\ e several qualified and dis- 
linct tickets running for I -' . 
President and Vice President. 
Several ol the candidates have 
divergent views on issues mosl 
important to the student body. 
Unlike in years past, this year, 
we ha> e a real < hoice 
One ol the mosl importanl ol 
those issues is parking. ( urrenl 
USC vice-president and presi- 
dential candidate Maryann Rus- 
sell ,is well .is candidate Bree 
Swatl both have acknowledged 
in The News th.it building .1 
parking garage is not feasible .it 
this time. However, both tickets 
continue to advocate the build- 
in;; 01 such .1 garage in the 
future. This is the least impres- 
sive solution to the parking 
problem Some estimates have 
placed the eosl ol such .1 garage 
■it $10,000 pei space and now or 
Liter,  tli.il   is money best  spent 
elsewhere. 
Furthermore, Russell advo- 
cates paving over green islands 
in parking lots, ,1 proposal thai 
would i.\o little to curb the park- 
ing problem but ,1 lot to ruin 
wh.ii little aesthetii beauty the 
campus has. 
Cault, meanwhile, has come 
out in favor ol .1 better shuttle 
system, which is ,1 more positive 
direction ior the parking situa- 
tion to lake. 
Candidate Kris Kelley has 
indicated his support for closer 
parking spaces lor students. This 
is one ol several interesting pro- 
posals by the Kelley-Papas tick- 
er Kelley also proposes more 
dining options and would like to 
make Howling Green "a tier 
two" school, like Miami Univer- 
sity. These are all line proposals, 
however, the feasibility ol the 
Kelley ticket's "no-atlcndance" 
policy is doubtful. Higher stan- 
dards are a good thing to strive 
(or,   but   attacking   attendance 
policies might easily be counter- 
productive in that area 
Likewise, the Swatt-Iacobucci 
ticket has several interesting pro- 
posals, such as increased dining 
options, computer registration, 
and testing ol incoming fresh- 
men for attention deficit disor- 
der. I lowever, Swatl has come 
out in favor of the parking 
garage, a populist pipe dream 
proposal. 
Maryann Russell is certainly 
well qualified to be USG presi- 
dent, but her stances on the 
issues are ill-defined and some- 
what contradictors'. When Rus- 
sell has taken a position, such as 
in the future parking garage, it is 
often unworkable or even detri- 
mental to the student body. 
The Gault-Chipps ticket has 
the most clearly defined, 
researched and well-thought-out 
stances on the issues, and thus 
has earned my endorsement. 
Mike Wendling is Editor-in-chief 
of The News. His views do not 
necessarily represent those of the 
Editorial Board or The News as a 
whole. 
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This is the third and last installment of USG Presidential /Vice-Presidential candidates answering the quesH 
tions The News poses to them. Elections are today and tomorrow and we hope this has helped you toj 
choose who you want to be your next USG President and Vice President. This week's question: 
"Students often say, 'What does USG do for me?' How would you ensure that students feel that USG does 
do something for them; namely, representing them effectively?"  
Bree Swatt/ Joe Iacobucci    Maryann Russell/David All 
USG has been in an undeni- 
lble state ol   lurmoil   over the 
past year With all ol the internal 
conflict that has been going on, 
it is hard lor students to realize 
any ol the good thai comes out 
oi an organization like USG. The 
organization needs fixed so stu- 
dents can make use ol its valu- 
able resources. That's where the 
Swatl team comes in. 
We have worked vigorously 
to decide how to patch the prob- 
lems USG has faced all year in 
order to bring a useful tool lo 
Ihe Students. The local point of 
our campaign is USC". aware- 
ness This all starts by getting 
USC to the students, nol just 
expecting them to come lo us. 
We hope to rebuild Ihe credibili- 
ty of USG through expressing 
our genuine altitudes about the 
Future Of the student body. We 
want lo have a table weekly at 
Ihe Union where students are 
welcome to read up on recent 
legislation or write concerns to 
lie presented at committees. Al 
this lime, the students can also 
dial with delegates to really gel 
to know the people who repre- 
sent them. 
Kurthermore, surveys on dif- 
ferent issues will be passed out 
to 1 lasses so we can achieve bcl- 
ler input of desired changes 
More meetings with the deans 
ol colleges will lake place. Mosl 
Importantly,    the   one-on-one 
communication thai has been] 
laking place tor Ihe duration ol 
the campaign will co.itinue. 
Actually gelling out and talking 
lo people has an impact thai 
should be used by USG officers, 
not just by people hoping to gel 
elected. 
Internally there are repairs to 
be made. Meetings will be orga- 
nized and delegates properly 
educated on Parliamentary Pro- 
cedures. No more rolling ol eyes 
and bickering. This only embar- 
rasses USC", and decreases Ihe 
attention of students. Personal 
issues will be adequately han- 
dled outside of the meetings 
Therefore, televised meetings 
will be more professional and 
constructive. We will also bo 
assisting senators in creating] 
new legislation. 
Overall, what we yvant to do 
is serve and prolect Ihe future Ol 
Ihe student body. All you need 
to do is let us. 
Fxperience:    This    year    we 
have taken great strides toward 
improving the student involve- 
ment with USG. We have 
restructured and enlarged the 
Clener.il Assembly, allowing lor 
more students lo be Involved 
ind represented, and also giv- 
ing the Representative branch ol 
USG more authority and inde- 
pendence. We brought USG 
i.ick into Olscamp 113 and back 
onto television, as well as 
increased the number of GA 
meetings, allowing more people 
lhan ever lo watch and partici- 
pate in USc;. We've also dramat- 
ically increased Ihe amount ol 
money Ihal can be used lo help 
fund other student organiza- 
tions and thus increased USG'S 
involvement with Other student 
groups. 
Dedication: We've worked 
(or years lo increase student 
involvement   with   USG,  and 
we'll continue to do so as USG 
President and Vice President 
text year. Lost summer 
Maryann Russell spoke to near- 
ly every incoming freshman 
ibout being a student and tak- 
ing an active role on campus. 
Many hours are spent each day 
in Ihe USG office, therefore 
me teasing ihe availability to stu- 
dents   with  questions  or  con- 
c cms Using I 'st. ID help :l . 
student hodv is a task thai v\t 
lake lo heart Our devotion l< 
the University is a lasting moti 
vation that will ser\e both U! 
and the students next year 
Results: We're nol here lo 
promise miracles However, w« 
can promise Ihal we will doj 
everything in our power lo 
ensure that USG experiences ,1 
renaissance next year. WF'vc 
taken the preliminary sieps this 
year by focusing on restructur- 
ing the constitution Next yeat 
USG will be poised lo represent 
students like it inner has before, 
The General Assembly will be 
larger,   yel   more  efficient   and 
effective thanks lo the changes 
we've  made.  Thai   will  enable1 
Ihe USG executives lo tackle 
larger issues and spend morel 
lime addressing Ihe concerns ol 
Ihe students. Give your student 
government the chance lo bene- 
fit from years ol experience and 
dedication. Vole lot results. Vole 
for Maryann Russell and David 
All. 
Kris Kelley /Adam Papas   J^nt Gault/Christie Chipps 
It is no wonder Ihe students 
ire apathetic to student govern- 
ment. The students are very 
uninformed of the issues (acing 
USG. We plan lo change Ihe lack 
of communication and these 
feelings ol apathy. We have sev- 
eral ways to change this. We are 
going to bring student govern- 
ment to Ihe students instead of 
the syslem we have now. We 
believe the ideas we have will 
help regain the support from the 
students. 
Our first idea to combat Ihis 
problem is more newspaper 
exposure We plan lo have a 
place in Ihe paper which out- 
lines every issue facing student 
government. Any issue thai 
comes before the general assem- 
bly will be relayed to Ihe stu- 
dents via The BG News. We are 
also going lo have Ihe represen- 
tatives have active communica- 
tion with their constituents. 
Representatives will be required 
lo file constituency reports each 
week discussing Ihe opinions of 
Ihe students concerning issues 
facing USG. This will lead to 
more communication with the 
student body and open more 
lines of communication. Our 
Student Organizalions Commit- 
tee will relay Ihe issues lo all the 
student  organizations  via  our 
regular meetings. The USGI 
meetings will continue lo be 
broadcasted as well to help 
reach as many students as possi- 
ble. We want to have as many 
conduits between USG and the 
student body as we possibly 
can. This can only lead lo better 
communication, belter represen- 
tation and less apathy. 
Open communication is only 
the first step. For USG lo be 
effective, it must have support 
from the students. Hopefully, 
opening communication lines 
will lead to more support and 
effecliveness overall. Student 
involvement is key and one way 
for Ihis involvement to slarl is 
by supporting Issue 1, the "No 
Attendance Policy" initiative on 
Ihe Spring ballot. Wilh strong 
student support, we can send 
the message thai the students 
still have the power on this cam 
pus. We need strong student! 
support on all issues facing 
USG. This is the only way things 
will get done and Ihe students 
will finally realize what USG is 
doing for them. Now, to the stu- 
dents, what can we do for you? 
The overall perception ol Ihe 
Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment is very poor here at Howl- 
ing Green. Students feel discon- 
nected from Ihe governing body 
lhat is supposedly here to serve 
hem. The BGSU Undergraduate 
Btudenl Government needs to 
develop .1 new image and a new 
reputation. This will be estab- 
lished within our platform enti- 
tled, "A New Millennium, A 
New USG." We, Clint Gaull and 
Christie Chipps are up to Ihis 
challenge. 
There are many ways which 
USG can belter represent Ihe 
student body. One way is lo 
have the teacher evaluation 
forms we fill out each semester 
counl by publicizing them in all 
academic advisor offices. This 
way students can have a say in 
their quality of education. We 
would also like lo reward teach- 
ers for continual, exceptional 
teacher evaluation forms, not 
just research grants. Along with 
Ihis, we feel thai the administra- 
tion needs to be held account- 
able for Iheir actions at BG. One 
way to do this is to hold a week- 
ly or bi-weekly, one hour TV 
show on BG24 News. This show 
will be hosted by student body 
representatives. The guests 
could  include  faculty, staff, as 
well as other students. The stu-t 
dents will be able lo ask the 
guests any questions that are 
pertinent to the discussion al 
hand. This will show Ihe stu- 
dents al BGSU that their elected 
representatives are voicing their 
concerns. 
Another idea that will] 
enhance student perceptions of 
USG is lo establish a month!) 
newsletter. This newsletter wild 
be distributed to every student 
on campus, or inserted in The 
BG News. The topics covered 
will include the university bud 
get, activities on campus and alll 
current USG happenings. We 
feel that this newsletter will 
allow Ihe students to feel 
involved in Ihis institution. We 
want students to know where 
Iheir,money is going and how 
we are making il work for them 
We feel that there is a poor] 
perception of USG that musl be 
stopped now! USG is a govern- 
ing force lhat wilh Ihe right peo- 
ple behind Ihe wheel can male 
greal things happen for Ihe stu-l 
dents of BGSU. We, Clint Gaull 
and Christie Chipps are Ihos 
people.  
''. 3 
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women's History Month: 
upcoming events 
Women's History Month at 
BGSU will soon draw to a close. 
Be sure to catch some of these 
films, presentations and discus- 
sions before they're over. WHM 
events are sponsored by the 
Women's Studies Program and 
the Women's Center, and co- 
sponsored by the Ethnic 
Studies Department. The 
English Department, and 
Womyn for Womyn. 
The theme of WHM at BGSU is 
"The Women We Come From." 
Tuesday Mar. 23 
AAUW panel: "How We 
Learned How." Woman's 
Center. Hanna Hall. 7 p.m. 
Da Colored Gurlz Collective. 
Women's Center, Hanna Hall, 
8:30 p.m. 
"A Place of Rage," part of the 
Women's Film Series. Gish 
|Theater, 7 p.m.  
Friday Mar. 26 
Gerri Gribi, "A Musical Romp 
Through Women's History," Joe 
E. Brown Theater. 7 p.m. 
Monday Mar. 29 
Footsteps of the Elders. Older 
Women's Theater Troup, "Now 
You See Me, Now You Don't," 
Amani Room. Commons. 3 
p.m. 
Wednesday Mar. 31 
"Paving the Way. "and 
"Women of Summer: An 
unknown chapter of American 
social history," part of the 
Women's Film Series, Gish 
Theater. 7 p.m. 
Any questions? Contact one oA 
the sponsors. And don 7 forge/ 
to register for Undergrad cours- 
es in Women's Studies - every- 
thing from literature, philoso- 
phy and art to studies in sports, 
violence and ethnic studies. 
USELESS FAC 
SINCI        1984. 
mi       PER- 
CENTAGI Ol 
W O M I N 
Wl IO VOTED 
IN PRESIDEN- 
TS ELECTIONS MAS EXCEED- 
ED llll RATI F( IR MEN IN 
1964. SEVENTY-TWO PI RCfNI 
Ol REGISTERED MEN VOTED, 
67 PERCENT Ol WOMEN DID. 
IN 1996. 53 l>IR( I VI Ol VII \ 
V( >T11). ANI) 56 PERCENT ( >\ 
WOMEN DID. 
We're looking for 
quirky and relevant 
questions to ask 
the people on the 
streets of Bowling 
Green. Got any 
suggestions? 
PEOPLE 
on the street 
Are you going to 
vote in the USG 
elections? Why 
or why not? 
Courtney Mehling 
Fieshman 
Undecided 
"Yeah, because 
I'm cool." 
Molly Lautzenheiser 
Sophomore 
Marketing 
"Yes. I'm gomg to 
vote because it's 
important for students 
to have a . 
Graham Bunn 
Freshman 
International Business 
"Yeah. I am. Last 
year's election was a 
close vote and it is 
nice to know that 
your vote has some 
weight." Dubrey Black 
Sophomore 
Team 
"Yeah I'm going to 
vote because the 
people I'm voting 
for I know will do all 
they can to make 
BG a better 
place." 
• People on lite street ts intended .is an unsoenttttc sample ot ttie student population Anyone 
itety hoping to oe m this ti , ,iund the student union 
around, say. seven ISII But you Bra _^_^^_^^^^ 
Keith Morales 
Senior 
Business/Marketing 
"Yeah, because 
there is a soecific 
platform I don't 
like." 
events All these campus events and more can be found on the University website: www.events.bgsu.edu 
Tuesday 3/23/99 
5:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
WWF Raw Ticket Raffle 
Sponsored by FIJI to benefit 
Dance Marathon. Education 
Steps. 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Circle K t-shirt sales 
Union Foyer. 
J 7 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Dance Marathon Raffle 
Sponsored by the Walt Disney 
World College Program Alumni 
Associalion. Education steps. 
4 p.m. 
"Teacher       Employment 
Applications" Workshop 
Please sign up on the Web 
through the Spring Calendar 
link.  360 Saddlemire Student 
Services Building. 
7 p.m. 
A Place of Rage 
An exuberant celebration of 
African-American women and 
their achievements (52 min.). 
Celebrating Women's History 
Month. Gish Film Theater, 
Hanna Hall. 
8 p.m. 
Mardi Cinema 
French films with English subti- 
tiles af the French House for 
free! This week's "Rue Cases 
Negres." 
8 p.m. 
Trumpet Ensemble 
9 p.m. 
BGSU    College    Repub- 
licans meeting 
The College Rebublicans meet 
every Tuesday, same place, 
same time, all are welcome! For 
more information contact zber- 
na@bgnet BA 112 
TBA 
Sorority Row Parking Spot 
Raffle 
Would you like your own num- 
bered parking spot in the soror- 
ity row faculty lot? Buy a raffle 
ticket and win the spot for a 
month! Tickets will be available 
for SI each or 6 tickets for S5. 
Drawing will be held Mar. 26 
and the winner will "own" the 
spot from Mar. 29 to April 29. 
Proceeds will benefit Dance 
Marathon and the Children's 
Miracle Network. Contact 
Aaron (419/372-2071) or Sean 
(419/372-8092). 
EATHER 
TODAY 
Partly Cloudy. 
HIGH: 49 LOW: 24 
Today ... sunny in the 
morning, then only 
partly sunny in the 
afternoon. High in the 
upper 40s. 
Tonight ... partly 
cloudy. Low in the 
lower 30s. 
Tomorrow ... fair. High 
near 50. 
Pretty static, in the 
sense that it's going 
to be about 45 
degrees and cloudy 
for the next week or 
two. 
TOMORROW 
Partly Cloudy. 
HIGH: 50 LOW: 33 
mumper 
•/MUMP-er/* (noun) 
I: a begging impostor; a beg- 
gar *2: one who sulks. 
Example: Farley certainly 
lived up to his reputation 
as a mumper; he sat in the 
corner all evening and 
scowled. 
Mumper is a word derived 
from  an  English  dialect. 
daily 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Numbered 
musical work 
5 Hoarder 
10 Offed. once 
14 Coloration 
15 Fill with high 
spirits 
16 OeNiro film."_ 
Driver" 
17 Blurry 
19 Kitchen appliance 
20 Music system 
21 Crevice 
22 Gridock 
27 Family plan? 
29 Disperse 
30 Excess weight 
33 Goat groups 
3b "On the Beach" 
author 
36 _ _ de Janeiro 
37 Slipup 
38 One on the lam 
40 Branch ot the mil. 
41 Be penitent 
42 Cool 
43 Show teeth 
45 Consummation 
46 Make repairs to 
greens 
48 Residents of: 
suff. 
49 Betsy Ross, eg 
51 Alter to til 
54 Steep slope 
57 -Doctor Zhivago" 
heroine 
58 Everyday speech 
62 Buyer-beware 
phrase 
63 Mr. T's outfit 
G4 Relaxation 
65 Counterfeit 
66 Ewe's offspring 
67 6/6/44 
DOWN 
1 Singer Redding 
2 Beer quantity 
3 Not dissuaded 
4 Mixed 
5 Start out 
6 Actress 
MacGraw 
7 Singer Momson 
8 And so lorth. 
abb- 
9 Veteran's abbr 
10 Tempest 
11 Vesuvian flow 
12 Corporate 
honcho 
13 Eye signal 
18 _of Cortez 
21 Provides the 
lood 
23 Mussolini's 
ideology 
24 Draws a breath 
25 Unit ot verse 
26 Burlap fiber 
27 Over yonder 
28 Subsequent 
showing 
30 Dessert 
selection 
31 Theater 
passage 
32 Shadings 
34 Clandestine 
39 New York 
stadium 
44 Gave a wrong 
47 Aspirations 
49 Burst ot activity 
50 PC key 
51 Woe is me' 
52 Short race 
53 Diva's song 
55 Tabula 
56 Quarry 
58 Kilmer of The 
Doors" 
59 Sked letters 
60 M. Stipe's group 
61 Collar 
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PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS is intended as a 
source of non-vital information as well as a 
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minuti- 
ae. The material herein has been composed metic- 
ulously using various means to provide today's 
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words 
transcribed here are real; names have been 
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting 
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary 
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions 
gladly accepted please deposit In 210 WEST HALL 
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to 
Mary Beth Murtha at .marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll 
probably look at it. Those whose material is worthy 
will gel to see it in print   .. such reward. 
TV GUIDE SECTION 
TUKSDAY    MARCH 23,1999 
6:00 (>:.«> 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD 
CB 
ffl 
Si 
03 
UK 
News I 
Body 1 Soul 
CBS News Wheel-Fortune 
Ent. Tonight 
NBC News Judge Judy I 
Business Rpl 
Newshour With Jim Lehrer ■ 
Home Improve Mad About You 
Simpsons 
Jeopardy1 
Hollywood Sq 
Frasier I 
Newshour With Jim Lehrer ] 
Arthur I 
Seinleld I 
Brainstorm 
Friends E 
Frasier « 
CABLE   STATIONS 
i 00 Movie: 
COM Saturday Night Live 
DISC 
ENC 
ESPN 
FAM 
MBO 
HIST 
scm 
TLC 
TNT 
TOON 
USA 
VH1 
Simpsons 1 
Movie ••» 8o.M>fcl.ain'(i95g| John Wayne 
JAG 'People v Mac" lln Slcreo):« 
9|00 9:30        10:00. I   10:30 
Movie: • • "Onty You"(1994. Comedy) Mansa Tome, llr1 Stereo) Jt 
Home Improve 
Frasier (R) V 
HughleyslR!" Spin Cily (RI s: 
Lateline 1 Just Shoot Me 
Nova Fastest Planes m me Skv I 
Nova Fastest Planes in the Sky" X 
King ol the Hill 
Moesha IP; « 
PJs (In Slereoi 
Family Rules :«. 
Sports Night I Strange World Soil II 
Will S Grace : 
Frontline "Amoush m Mogadishu Journal 
Frontline "Ambush >n Mogadishu" 
World s Funniest Kids Outlakes 
Malcolm.Eddie   'Between Bros. 
Dateline (in Stereo E 
Puerto Weans-American Story 
News II iNewsradio." 
Sports TV Del. 
News I 
Late Show I 
Nightline I 
Tonight Show 
Charlie Rose .In Siereo) It 
Time Goes By 
Simpsons « 
Charlie Rose I 
Jerry Springer 
Frasier I 
Movie: • •*•  i? Angry Alen" (1957. Drama) Henry Fonda. Lee J Coot) 
New House       Fix-It-Line iRi 
Daily Show R)    Stein's Money Movie:• • /l/neaas (1994.Comedy)BrendanFraser.SteveBuscemi 
Wild Discovery: Snakes 
Movie: • To Be a Not to Be" i 1983 Comedy] Mel Brooks tin Siereo) 
Invisible Places' Underworld (P    New Detectives 
Movie:***'; "The Accidental Tourist' {19881 William Hurt ff 
Up Close Sportscenter 
New Addams 
College Basketball NIT Sem.linai •• Teams to Be Announced New York 
New Addams Show-Funny      iShow-Funny      jLile. Camera       Lite. Camera 
(5 30] Movie: •• Bad Veflicine" Movie:* famers'Oay'(i997.Comedy)RobmWMms PG-13':? 
When the Century Was Young 20th,Century iRI 
Countdown 
Sports News 
Station Zero 
Last Word Sports News 
Quantum Leapiin Stereot f 
Home Again Ri I Home Again IR i 
Due South Call ol the Wild" (P.) I 
Batman: Series   Scooby Doo 
Hercules: Legendary Jrnys. 
Behind the Music Andy G*>b" (R) 
World's Greatest Magic (In Stereo) 
Quantrill s Raiders I 
Beavis-Butt. Sill t Oily 
Amazing Stories 
Say What? Video Cliches 
Steve McQueen: King ol Cool I 
Saturday Night Live 
FBI Files R. 
Movit:  Tie 5arOPeBf*s"(1966) 
Daily Show        Stein's Money 
Invisible Places Underworld IP) 
Movie: Cocoon" i 19851 Alien pods reruvenate a group ol Florida retirees 
ISportscenter.«. College Basketball NIT Semitinai - Teams to Be Announced New York. (Live) 
700 Club 
Movie: fatly Possessors "(1999. Drama) Susan Sarandc-, J Sopranos .RI (In Siereo) B. 
Hitler's Henchmen. Bormann 
Total Request Live |R| (In Stereo! 
Stealth Technology :i Civil War Journal   F-. 
Sex in the'90s 
IHL Hockey Cleveland Lumberiacks at Cincinnati Cyclones ILivel 
Loveline 
Sports News 
Star Trek Ana the Children Shan Lead" X Highlander: The Series (In Stereo) 
48 Hours An emergency room (RI Trauma: Lite in Ihe ER (R) 
ER "Don 1 Ask MnlTi NBA Basketball Miami Heat at Ut?h Jazz From Ihe Delta Center. (In Siereo Live) 
Animamacs belters Lab 
Xena: Warrior Princess "Destiny" 
Behind the Music LeC Gairett' (R) 
Friday the 13th: The Series « 
Earp Brothers R Blast Masters: Explosion 
Wind-Up Wotl      Cow 1 Chicken 
Walker, Texas Ranger Deadline 
Behind the Music  R-ck Jakes' 
Bugs t Dally     ITom and Jerry    Flinlstones I 
Inside the NBA 
Scooby Doo 
Movie: *.'J  Renegades"(1989. Drama)KielerSutherland I 
Y/here Are They Now? (h Stereo) IWhere Are They Now? (In Stereo) 
lame Game       Loveline 
FOX Sports News 
Twilight Zone.« Star Trek « 
Trauma Lite in the ER ;; 
Kung Fu: The Legend Continues 
Wind-Up Wolf      Cowl Chicken 
New York Undercover (In Stereo) 
Where Ate They Now? (In Siereo) 
VOTE 
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Eye on U.S. fights for Kosovo peace plan 
news 
omplled from staff and wire reports 
■ CHEMOTHERAPY ■■■■■■■■■■■ 
Direct chemo to liver can help cancer 
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Patients with colon cancer that has 
spread to the liver can extend their lives by having the tumor direct- 
ly injected with chemotherapy and then cutting off its blood flow, a 
medical researcher said Monday. 
In a study at the University of Pennsylvania. Medical Center, 
patients treated with the technique survived an average of two years 
— twice as long as patients undergoing systemic chemotherapy, in 
which the cancer-killing medication is delivered into the blood- 
stream. 
The study was presented in Orlando at the 24th Annual Scientif- 
ic Meeting of the Society of Cardiovascular and Interventional Radi- 
ology. 
Dr. Jack Wands, a liver research expert at Brown University, called 
the study provocative but said it needs to be expanded to a larger 
group of people before any conclusions can be made. 
■ LEWINSKY ■■■■■■■HHMi 
Hundreds turn out for Lewinsky's tour 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Admirers said they wanted a page of his- 
tory. Collectors hunted for an autograph. Critics scoffed at the spec- 
tacle. 
Hundreds turned out Monday for Monica Lewinsky's first — and 
pe.haps only — stop in the United Slates to promote her biography 
"Monica's Story." Some arrived as early as 7 a.m., milling in a line 
that stretched into the street outside the bookstore. 
The former White House intern, a Los Angeles native, arrived an 
hour late for the 12:30 p.m. signing. 
The Associated Press 
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — 
With NATO missiles and war- 
planes poised to strike, a U.S. 
envoy began a last bid Monday to 
persuade Yugoslavia's president to 
accept a Kosovo peace plan and 
the thousands of foreign troops 
that would enforce it. 
Otherwise, American envoy 
Richard Holbrooke said, "we are 
on the brink of military action." 
Diplomats, speaking on condi- 
tion of anonymity, said Holbrooke 
began talks with President Slobo- 
dan Milosevic on Monday evening 
In Washington, President Clin- 
ton said there is "strong unity" 
among the United States and 
NATO allies to launch punitive air 
raids unless the Serbs agree to a 
settlement. 
"We all agree we cannot allow 
President Milosevic to continue 
the aggression with impunity," 
Clinton said. 
But in Moscow, Russia Prime 
Minister Yevgeny Primakov again 
urged the United States and its 
allies not to unleash airstrikes 
against Yugoslavia. 
"We are categorically against 
the use of force against 
Yugoslavia," Primakov told 
reporters a day before he was to 
Is Ohio ARP Ohio Alternative Retirement Plan The Right Choice For You? 
Yes, if... 
• You want choice in selecting your own investment portfolio from a diversified menu of 
options available through Aetna's Refiremenf Master variable annuity; 
• You want investment control in managing your retirement portfolio; 
• You want the opportunity to benifit from the fox deferred growth potential of the investments 
you select, ana 
• You want retirement plan portability that doesn't limit your career opportunities. 
/Etna For more information, please contact: 
Retirement Services 
Make the Best of a Great opportunity. 
Mease call for prosprvtuses containing more complete information. 
including charges and expenses Head the prospect uvs carefully 
before you invest. 
Vanable Annuities OH offered by Aetna Ufe Insurance find Annuity 
Company Securities arc offered by: Aetna Inivstment Services, inc. 
Mike Landolt & Matthew Carter, CFS 
Registered Representatives 
3554 Oali Alley Court #400 
Toledo, Ohio 43066 ZFtna (419)534-4404 
800-462-7370 
email:  OhioARP@Aefna.com 
Retirement S*nftce»ft 
Unison Behavioral Health Group Inc., located in Toledo, Ohio, a provider of 
counseling services for children and adults, and community based support 
services for adults with serious mental illness, is seeking candidates for the 
following positions: 
CASE MANAGER: This position provides community support services to adults 
with serious mental illness. Responsibilities include providing assistance with the 
social, vocational, economical, and environmental needs of assigned clients and 
assisting in their ability to live independently in the community. A valid driver's 
license and acceptable driving record is required. Ohio counselor or Social 
Worker license is preferred. Applicants with four year or two year degrees in 
fields related to Social Work or Mental Health will be considered. 
CLINICAL THERAPIST: This position provides counseling and support for 
children, adolescents, parents, adults, and older adults through short-term 
individual, group, and family counseling services and specialized programs. 
Qualified candidates must have strong clinical skills including the ability to make 
clinical decisions and assessments along with knowledge of therapeutic 
principles and practices and strong group process skills. Ohio PC or LSW 
license is required. Applicants with Masters Degrees in counseling or social 
work qualify upon successful completion of the appropriate test. 
DIRECT CARE WORKERS: This position provides support and assistance with 
daily living skills to adults with serious mental illness who reside in a group 
residential facility . No license is required. This is an ideal position for students 
who wish to gain work experience in the field while completing their studies. 
Part-time and/or contingency shifts, primarily on weekends and holidays, are 
available. 
Unison provides an excellent working environment with a competitive wage and 
benefit package including flexible scheduling to qualified applicants.  Please send 
or fax a resume and cover letter indicating which position you wish to be 
considered for. 
Unison BHG - HR Director 
P.O. Box 10015 
Toledo, OH 43699-0015 
(419) 693-0631 or 
Behavioral Health Group Fax <419) 693-0768 
unson 
hcid lo Washington (or meetings 
with Clinton. "We believe that 
political levers to influence the sit- 
uation are far from being exhaust- 
ed yet." 
In the troubled province itself, 
fighting raged Monday between 
government forces and the rebel 
Kosovo Liberation Army in the 
northern and central parts of the 
province. Several villages were 
ablaze and there were uncon- 
firmed reports of alleged new 
mass killings. 
Ethnic Albanians make up 90 
percent of the 2 million inhabitants 
of Kosovo, a province of Serbia, 
Yugoslavia's main republic. Fight- 
ing broke out last year after Milo- 
sevic cracked down on ethnic 
Albanian separatists. 
Since then, more than 2,000 
people have been killed and hun- 
dreds of thousands have been 
forced to fled their homes. 
A second round of peace talks 
in France failed last week after 
Serbs refused to sign a U.S.-backed 
peace accord that gives the ethnic 
Albanians substantial autonomy. 
The plan also calls for 28,000 
NATO troops — including 4,000 
Americans — to supervise the 
accord.  • 
In a letter read on stale televi- 
sion, Milosevic criticized the 
Americans and their allies for the 
A Serbian policeman fires at fighters of the Kosovo Liberation 
Army after the police came under attack. 
NATO threats and their handling 
ot the peace negotiations. 
"Your people should be 
ashamed, because you are getting 
ready lo use force against a small 
European nalion because it pro- 
tects its territory against sepa- 
ratism and its people against ter- 
rorism," Milosevic was quoted as 
saying in a letter to the French and 
British foreign ministers. 
During a meeting Monday with 
Russian, American and European 
Union envoys, state television 
reported that Milosevic said the 
Serbs were ready to discuss "the 
political" part of the peace deal — 
which does not include foreign 
troops. 
U.S., Italy examine low-level flights 
The Associated Press 
ROME — Top military offi- 
cials from Italy and the United 
States pledged Monday to work 
together to determine how low- 
level training flights in Italy can 
be made safer. 
U.S. Adm. Joseph Prueher and 
Italian Gen. Leonardo Tricarico 
said they had been asked by 
their respective governments to 
review current procedures at .ill 
Italian bases where U.S. aviators 
are stationed. 
"We are certain we can be con- 
structive and make a difference," 
Prueher told a news conference. 
The two officials said several 
steps had already been taken to 
mprove safety since a U.S. 
Marine jet on a training mission 
sliced a ski cable car line in the 
Italian Alps Feb. 3, 1998, sending 
20 people plunging to their 
deaths. 
Low-level flights have been 
banned in some areas and the 
minimum flight altitude has 
been nearly doubled. 
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG 
You Have the 
Power of Choice 
 Vote USG Elections  
Tuesday, 
March 23rd 
Wednesday, 
March 24th 
UNION   OVAL  from 9-5. 
and University Union Library from 4 - 9. 
Student ID required to vote 
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search Alaska for snowmobilers after avalanche 
The Associated Press 
URNAGAIN PASS. Alaska - 
Munteers with long poles 
I peatedly poked the snow Mon- 
liy in a search for as many as 
1 >e people feared dead after they 
|ere swept off their snowmobiles 
an avalanche that killed two 
liners. 
The 30-foot wave of powdery 
Mow roared down the mountain- 
I de on Sunday. 
Two snowmobilers were found 
lead, and State Trooper 1st Sgt. 
I an I Burke said five others were 
lelieved missing, based on 
l hone calls overnight from peo- 
le reporting that friends or rela- 
| ves hadn't returned. 
About 85 volunteers moved 
|houlder-to-shoulder with long 
Lolcs. probing for bodies in areas 
j/here witnesses had reported 
Jeeing snowmobilers disappear 
l.r where machines had been dis- 
overed. 
The avalanche extended near- 
ly two miles across the face of a 
mountain high in Turnagaln 
Pass, a popular recreation area 
in the Chugach National Forest 
about 55 miles southeast of 
Anchorage. 
It was the second of two slides 
that occurred about 20 minutes 
apart. 
The avalanches may have 
been triggered by "highmarklng." 
a contest in which snowmobilers 
drive straight uphill to see who 
can make the highest mark on 
the mountain, said Greg Wilkin- 
son, a spokesman for the Alaska 
State Troopers. 
However, Dan Hourihan. 
chairman of the Alaska Moun- 
tain Rescue Group, said there 
were probably other causes, 
including weather. The National 
Weather Service and the U.S. 
Forest Service issued warnings 
last week that heavy snow fol- 
lowed by high temperatures had 
raised the danger of snowslides. 
The first slide, which broke 
loose around 4 p.m.. filled a 
ravine and scattered some of the 
hundreds of snowmobilers who 
were driving In the area. The 
larger avalanche began at the top 
of a 3.000-foot ridge. 
"I watched a guy halfway up 
the mountain get his machine 
stuck, and as he was digging it 
out the slide broke." said Brian 
Stewart, who was on his snow- 
machine when the slide tumbled 
down the ridge. "A 30-foot wall of 
snow hit him and the machine. 
He flew up in the air." 
Stewart said he saw three 
other riders buried while he was 
speeding away. 
Glenn Swan, president of the 
Anchorage Snowmachine Club, 
said highmarking is strongly dis- 
couraged. "We warn all of our 
people at meetings to shy away 
from stuff like that." Swan said. 
Associated Press Photo 
Brian Steart, from Anchorage, Alaska, points fo the area where he escaped an avalanche, 
which killed two snowmobilers. 
First Lady hints at political future during visit to Cairo 
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 The Associated Press  
CAIRO — In a most unlikely place to 
[ilk American politics — at an Egyptian 
kalth clinic — Hillary Rodham Clinton 
[.-knowledged an interest in running for 
fie U.S. Senate. 
She's been making "lots of calls" on 
<e subject over the past month but has- 
't made a decision, she said. The only 
[ling she is certain of, she added, is that 
lie wants to keep a public role after she 
Ind her husband leave the White 
I louse. 
Monday was the first day of Mrs. 
I'linton' s 12-day lour of Egypt, Moroc- 
|o and Tunisia, and word of her possible 
landidncy for a Senate seat from New 
'ork got here before she did. At the 
Khan al Klalili marketplace, Mona 
kbdcl clapped her hands together and 
shook with excitement as Secret Service 
agents filed down the market's alley- 
way. 
"She's applying for the Congress," 
said Abdel, 25. "I will nominate her for 
sure." 
Mrs. Clinton told reporters that what- 
ever happened in her political future, "I 
do know that I want to continue speak- 
ing out on behalf of the issues that I've 
spent more than 25 years working on. 
Any way I can continue to do that, I 
intend to. But the form thai will take I 
really can't predict at this time." 
The news conference Monday was 
her most expansive discussion of run- 
ning for office. Mrs. Clinton took six 
questions. 
In the lobby of Cairo's El Bassatine 
clinic for women and children, reporters 
noted thai her husband had expressed 
his support if she decided to run for Ihe 
Senate. An Egyptian journalist stepped 
forward to ask Mrs. Clinton about her 
"plans for the future." 
The first lady momentarily played il 
coy. "Well, tomorrow I'm going to 
Luxor," she said to chuckles from the 
assembled doctors, nurses and Egyptian 
officials. 
It took three more questions to draw 
her out on the topic. 
"As you know, I've made lots of calls 
over the past month," she said. She has 
been sounding out friends, advisers and 
political consultants on her chances in a 
bid for the seat of retiring Democratic 
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New 
York. 
"I will continue that when I return 
home," she said. 
But, she added before darling off to 
lunch with the wife of President Hosni 
Mubarak, "right now I want to focus on 
the issues that are really at the base of 
this very important partnership and 
friendship between the United States 
and Egypt." 
Interest in the first lady's political 
ambitions was evident in the market- 
place. 
"We are nominating her," Wahiba el- 
Sayed said through a translator. "She's a 
very strong woman, a very active 
woman." 
The veiled, 50-year-old woman, a 
garment maker, insisted photographers 
aware of reside t Clinton's recent per- 
sonal and legal troubles in the Monica 
Lewinsky affair, but the subject was not 
for them. 
"That's a family thing," said Mrs. el- 
Sayed. 
"I don't like to talk about it," agreed 
Abdel. 
Metalworker Sayed el-Said Mah- 
moud el-Sharaky had engraved two 
brass, copper and silver picture frames 
— one for Mrs. Clinton and one for 
daughter Chelsea, who set off sightsee- 
ing on her own. 
El-Sharaky    said    the    allegations 
snap a picture of her kissing the first    against Clinton were trumped  up by 
lady's cheek. jealous opponents. "If somebody asked 
She and Abdel nodded that they were     me to nominate him again, I would." 
Balloonists get heroes' welcome home after historic trip around world 
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The Associated Press 
GENEVA — Cowbells clanged, crowds 
I roared and a trumpet fanfare resounded 
Monday as this Swiss city gave a hero's 
welcome to balloonists Bertrand Piccard 
I and Brian Jones after their historic non- 
stop trip around the world. 
"You took our dreams with you, and 
today you have returned them more beau- 
tiful than ever," Swiss Sports Minister 
Adolf Ogi said. 
As an enthusiastic trumpeter played 
the Grand March from Aida, Jones and 
Piccard took a lap in an open convertible 
around the tarmac of Geneva's interna- 
tional airport, shaking hands with many 
well-wishers in Ihe crowd of up to 3,000 
peopli 
Piccard raced over to meteorol- 
ogists Pierre Eckert and Luc 
Thullemans and threw his arms 
around the men who had guided 
his balloon in and out of jet 
streams with pinpoint precision. 
Exercise 
your brain! 
Read the 
BG News 
HIGH MARKS FROM 
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S, 
MONEY MAGAZINE AND BILL. 
\\/e take a lot of pride in gaining 
V Vhigh marks from the major rating 
services. But the fact is, we're equally 
proud of the ratings we get every day 
from our participants. Because at 
TIAA-CREF, ensuring the financial 
futures of the education and research 
community is something that goes 
beyond stars and numbers. 
We became the world's largest 
retirement organization by offering 
people a wide range of sound invest- 
ments, a commitment to superior 
service, and operating expenses that 
are among the lowest in the insurance 
and mutual fund industries.*** 
With TIAA-CREF, you'll get the 
right choices —and the dedication—to 
help you achieve a lifetime of finan- 
cial goals. The leading experts agree. 
So does Bill. 
Now You Can Join, Too 
Thanks to recent legislation, you may 
now be eligible for Ohio's Alternative 
Retirement Plan (ARP) and able to 
enjoy the benefits of TIAA-CREF's 
expertise and customer service. 
Choosing the right retirement plan 
is an important decision-one you 
should weigh carefully. If you'd like 
to know more about how 
TIAA-CREF can help you build a 
comfortable future, call us 
at 1 877 ARP-OHIO or visit 
our website. ' 
wrvw.tiaa-cref.org 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.9* 
■Source: 
Analyiui 
Momingstar, Inc. Pnncipia rfcriaeeV Anmmmi/ltfi 12/31/91   "Theae lop rannji arc baaed on TIAAH mceptional financial urength, claims-paying 
Wt Kara, 1998 (Quarterly). TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Ine. distributes CREF certificates and interests .n the TIAA Real Ealai. 
plea,, call for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invert or tend money. To request proepectu 
paying ability and overall npetating performance.   "••Sr«nala'ns'<!-fWr Imu 
Account. Teacher. Personal Investor. Serv, 
call I 800 M1-171S. en. 5509. Investment, in securities .ucb a. mutual fund, and var 
Raring AmUym. 1998; Lippct Analytical Service.. Inc.. laD/er-Dtrm.rr' 
j. Inc. diBribule. Ihe TIAA-CREF Mutual Fund. For more complete information, including charge, and 
hi. annuities are .ubject to certain risks including ihe possible lota of principal. | A)Q 
-\z ■T" w 
^ 
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Kevorkian allowed to represent himself in murder tria, I 
 The Associate Press 
PONTIAC, Mich. — Acting «is 
Ins own lawyer, Dr. Jack 
Kevorkian nrenl on tri.il on mur- 
der charges tor the first time 
Monday — this time for a video- 
taped suicide shown on "60 Min- 
utes" — and told a jury that like 
an executioner, he was merely 
carrying out his professional 
duty. 
Kevorkian was charged after 
CBS aired the lethal injection of a 
patient with Lou Gehrig's dis- 
ease and the retired pathologist 
dared prosecutors to do some- 
thing about it. 
Kevorkian said in his opening 
statement that he acted out of 
compassion for 52-year-old 
Thomas Youk. "To have a crime, 
you need a vicious will and a 
vicious act," he said. 
, Prosecutor   John   Skrzynski 
objected,      contending       that 
Kevorkian was arguing law 
rather than summarizing his 
case. Judge Jessica Cooper 
agreed, and she briefly dis- 
missed the jury to ask Kevorkian 
what he was trying to say. 
Kevorkian said he wanted to 
tell jurors he had the duty to kill 
and was no more culpable than 
an executioner or a soldier. 
"What I was trying to prove 
here is that I didn't have the 
intent to kill, just as the execu- 
tioner doesn't," Kevorkian said. 
"His intent is to do his duty, 
because he may despise what he 
is doing. But he's forced to do it 
by his position." 
Earlier, Kevorkian won the 
right to represent himself despite 
the misgivings of the judge, who 
asked him: "Do you understand 
you could spend the rest of vour 
life in prison?" ' 
"There's not much of it left," 
the 70-year-old Kevorkian said. 
After the ruling, 12 jurors and 
two   alternates   quickly   were 
Selected out of a pool of 80 peo- 
ple. The judge asked candidates 
whether they knew anyone who 
had suffered a terminal illness, 
and several people were dis- 
missed after saying they had 
strong opinions about the case. 
In his opening statement, 
Skrzynski told the jury that 
Kevorkian is not above the law. 
"Begin to focus on what Jack 
Kevorkian does, and what Jack 
Kevorkian says, and what you 
will see is a man breaking the 
law," the prosecutor said. "Jack 
Kevorkian killed Tom Youk, and 
Jack Kevorkian does not have the 
right to kill." 
By his own count, Kevorkian 
has taken part in more than 130 
suicides since 1990. He has been Associated Press I 
fried lour nines on assisted sui-    Dr. jack Kevorkian walks with his friends and advisors into the Oakland County Courthouse 
cide charges, with three acquit- Pon,(ac> Mich., where jury selection began in his murder trial. 
tals and one mistrial. 
Dewine panel to examine elderly abuse, -re-implementing Older Americans Aay 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Fame and wealth 
couldn't shield Anne Morrow Lind- 
bergh from embezzlement by a book- 
keeper, a Senate subcommittee will hear 
this week as it looks into ways the elder- 
ly have been taken advantage of and 
abused. 
"It can happen to anyone," the 
writer's youngest daughter, Reeve 
Lindbergh, said in videotaped testimo- 
ny submitted for Tuesday's hearing 
before the panel headed by Sen. Mike 
DeWine, R-Ohio. 
Anne Morrow Lindbergh was the 
first woman to hold a pilot's license and 
the wife of Charles Lindbergh, the first 
aviator to fly solo across the Atlantic. 
Susie Sipos will travel from Colorado 
to tell senators her story in person: how 
she didn't realize until it was too late 
that there was a connection between the 
cruise her sister took and the payments 
on her new swimming pool and the 
power of attorney she'd been given to 
handle their mother's life savings, 
"This  happened   right   under  our 
noses," she said in an interview. 
Financial exploitation is one of the 
problems facing the elderly that the sub- 
committee wants to examine before it 
updates the Older Americans Act, the 
main umbrella law that authorizes a 
variety of social service programs for 
the elderly. 
"I have been most troubled by those 
crimes committed against the most vul- 
nerable in our society,'" said DeWine, 
chairman of the aging subcommittee of 
the Senate Health, Education, Labor and 
Pensions Committee. 
"We have an opportunity to re-imple- 
ment the Older Americans Act and seize 
its full potential to keep these heinous 
crimes from ever happening again," he 
said. 
One of DeWine's goals in renewing 
the law is to increase the powers ot stale 
ombudsman offices that oversee long- 
term care, his staff said. Lisa I leeimans, 
who runs such an office in Dayton, 
Ohio, was planning to urge Congress In 
keep paying a share ot her budget. 
"It is crucial to maintain what we 
have," she said. "Without the ombuds- 
)to 
or 
man's office,   who  would   know  wh.L 
would happen? You're talking about 
population where about 40 percent hav< 
no contact with family or friends. Win 
would complain'" 
I leermans' stafl make- the rounds c. 
nursing homes  in a   ninc-countv area 
trying to make sure patients are bein 
properl) i ared for th 
fhey investigate complaints that runan 
the gamut from cold coffee to phvsicabn 
abuse   before the stroke and run up tohe 
the  maximum afterward, and oihcrfie 
missing assets. 
Face it. Things aren't making sense. 
Crossword, word of the day, weather, and sheer absurdity. Every 
weekday, Page Three, in The BG News. 
NEW19VE 
Rentals 
.->«:i*W^«/. a? 
»* 
920 E. Wooster 
• 2 Large Bedrooms 
• Free Gas, Heat, Water and Sewer 
• Laundry Room 
332 S. Main St. . pr;vale Parking ,„ ,.on (our only offke)    • Across from Kohl Hall <"*"30zu 
• Extra Storage Available 
• 9 1/2 Mo. Lease Available  . 
Real Find! 
801 & 803 FIFTH STREET 
• 2 bdrm apts. turn & unfurn 
• Washer/dryer on premises 
• With balconies or patios 
• FREE water and sewer 
• 1 cat permitted per apartment 
NEWIPVE 
!tJ 
Rentals 
332 S. Main St. 
(our only office) 
352-5620 
www.newloverealty.com 
Don't miss out 
Now leasing for Fall & Summer '99: 
Spacious Living 
Great Communications 
Awesome Locations 
Exceptional Amenities | No Parental Guarantees | 
IMF 8-4:30) 
SEE 
"PREFERRED FOP 
I Bedrooms • 
Efficiencies • Small 
Building • Twinplexes i 
2. 3 &5 Bedroom |Houses • Downtown Loft | 
Apartments 
FRE£ MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRYW000 HEALTH SPA   Gone sec us lor i compktt IIMJH« I>( tattoos 
Membership includes indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna. iocker -oom. weight room, tanning 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co. 
530 MaPle St. 419.352.9378 
Attention Future 
MBAs! 
Kaplan gives you the edge on 
the tough computer GMAT. 
Meet business school application deadlines. Enroll now! 
Class Start: Monday. April 5, 6 PM 
Location: Toledo Kaplan Center 
3450 W. Central Ave., #102 
«gj^- KAPLAN 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
www.kaplan.com ■ AOL keyword: kaplan 
'GMAT u A rtgnnrad trademark, cf ine Gradual© Management AdmnsK," Council. 
Fall 1999 Leasing 
Units Going Fast! 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm 
Saturday 9am-lpm 
224 E. WOOSTER 
Bowling Green, 
OH 43402 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Under construction for Fall 1999 • 2 new buildings 
CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS 
318 Campbell Hill Rd.- Buildings F & G 
BRAND NEW!! 
All units have dishwashers, garbage disposals. 
air conditioning, and washer and dryer hookups. 
3 bedroom, furnished (limit 5) $975.00/mo. 
2 bedroom, furnished (Limit 4) S790.00/mo. 
* Loses" U2 mos. & tenants pjy .iil utilities 
MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS 
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people) 
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C, 
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals. 
New carpet in #'s 8,9, & 10 at 425 East Court St. 
Other houses & apartments available 
www.wcnet.org/-gbrental  
<^S 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
*Rent any unit with a $300 Deposit 
—EAST MERRY AVENUE- 
APARTMENTS 
516 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
2 bedroom. 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers 
and garbage disposals. 
—FIELD MANOR— 
APARMENTS 
519 Leroy Avenue, 542 and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms. 2baths, furnished. Units have 
dishwashers and garbage disposals. 
—FRAZEE AVENUE- 
APARTMENTS 
818 Thurstin. 624, 670 and 656 Krazee Avenue. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have 
dishwashers and garbage disposals. 
3 man rate still available 
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate) 
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate) 
website www.wcnct.org/~gbrental 
* Only applies to units with parental guarantees 
Iiucaud^, .'I«M« ii _.i,   i.'.'./ A ne JJVJ iiews l'.'K>-  ' 
BONO 
"ontinued from page one. 
K hastity's private lift* beciime 
[too close lo public w|lon ,il  .1 
Ik oung age. Shi' came i>ul .is ,i les- 
n.in lo her family, parents .nut lo 
:he rest of the world," Krucger 
|s,lid. 
Bono   said   when   she   w.is 
l|growing up there w.is not .1 lot of 
(•information  accessible  lo gays 
fand  lesbians.  She  realized  she 
MBS gay at the age of 13. 
She thought bars were the 
lUSG  
only ■way gays and lesbians got 
together. As a result, she remem- 
bers thinking she wasn't going to 
be able lo meet other women 
until she was 21 years old. 
"Luckily, lh.it didn't happen 
and I managed to turn out okay," 
she said. "Although I didn't 
have any gay friends, I was 
lucky to have a lot of great 
friends in high school." 
For some reason, Bono said 
she believed she couldn't come 
out lo her parents, although sev- 
eral of her friends and co-work- 
ers already knew about her sexu- 
ality. She firsl told her f.illui 
because she wauled lo gel his 
advice aboul gelling her hear I 
broken by a girl. 
"I fell verv close lo my father," 
she said. "When I told him, he 
was very understanding and 
supportive ll took much longer 
for my mother, though." 
One of the questions asked by 
a member of Hie audience was 
whether Bono believes gays and 
lesbian-,   would   ever   achieve 
equality. 
"I hope somcil.n we an1 pro 
lected legally as oilier minorities 
are today," she said 
Brnnden Mosloy, a freshman 
music education major,  thought 
Bono gave ^n interesting presen- 
tation. 
"II was interesting lo sir her 
talk aboul a different life than 
what many of us know," Mosle) 
said. "I could really relate lo 
what she said about coming out 
lo her parents and the family's 
adjustment period." 
I olleen Coughlin, an inslrui 
lor ol Women Studies, look her 
Women Studies class lo see Bono 
yesterday  insle.nl  of holding a 
regular class session. 
"I think she pitched il well lo 
ihe audience anil gave some con- 
crete strategies .mil solutions tor 
people lo Ihink aboul," C oiighlin 
said. 
Amber Zcop, a senior sociolo- 
gy major, enjoyed Ihe question 
tiuA answer period lh.il followed 
Bonn's spiii Ii 
"I realh liked ihe quesliorj 
,\w^ answer session he. ause an) 
thing Ihal is interactive will keen 
people's attention," Zeopsnid I 
could relate lo her feeling differ- 
enl ai a young age. I hal is some 
thing everybody feels 
Bono also received ■• large 
response al Ihe reception and 
book signing that followed. 
Continued from page one. 
college seats. 
Originally, all those interested 
in running for USG were 
required In turn in petitions for 
candidacy by 5 p.m. Feb. 26. The 
petitions handed in by this dead- 
line, however, only yielded a 
total of 18 applicants for 32 seats. 
As a result, the deadline was 
extended by Ihe Flections and 
Opinions Board for a week, 
twice. Ihe first extension 
increased Ihe number of candi- 
dates by seven and filled Ihe al- 
large race, and the second gained 
ELECTIONS  
four more candidates. 
Those two extensions, which 
added two weeks' time for inter- 
ested parlies to collect signa- 
tures, increased the total number 
of candidates to 29, still fell short 
of Ihe total number of seals and 
left al least five college senatorial 
seals open. 
Faced with a looming election 
and a shortage of candidates, the 
EOB decided lo delay the elec- 
tion of college seats until the fall, 
so USG could have a full elec- 
tion. As a result, the each field on 
Ihe ballot is full, a goal FOB chair 
Jeff Carney expressed at a USG 
General Assembly before the sec- 
ond extension. 
"We want a body running for 
each of those seals, if possible," 
Carney said. 
later that night, the FOB 
extended Ihe deadline and 
decided lo place ads in The BG 
News, as well as encourage the 
presidential tickets to recruit 
more senatorial candidates. 
"The more candidates we gel, 
the higher turnout's going lo hi1, 
Ihe heller USG is going lo look," 
Carney said al Ihal meeting. 
According to Carney, past 
years have only seen  15 to  IK 
Continued from page one. 
election, agreed Ihal there will be 
a huge increase in activity 
around the Union during the 
elections. 
"Basically, around Ihe Union 
Oval is going lo be a circus," 
Hussey said. "It's a pain lo Ihe 
Students, but it's only two days." 
Carney said USG candidates 
will use a variety of tactics lo 
sway voters to turn out and vote 
for them. Many introduce them- 
selves to passers-by, many give 
out fliers, and some even give 
out candy and coupons. Carney 
said when he ran for USG Iwo 
elections ago, he gave out bagels. 
According to Carney such 
handouts are perfectly ethical 
campaigning tactics. 
"Is your vote going lo be 
bought by a piece of candy?" 
Carney said. "It's more of a con- 
versation starter." 
Carney noted it is a method 
of increasing turnout, which 
USG strongly desires lo do. 
According to Carney, USG does 
not have Ihe influence it could 
have when turnout is as low as it 
traditionally is. 
"Students often complain thai 
they don't have a voice on cam- 
pus," Carney said. "USG is the 
very best voice of students in Ihe 
University. We are the official 
pipeline to administration." 
USG advisor Bill Arnold 
agreed. 
"I think it is important for stu- 
dents to vole in the elections," 
Arnold said, because USG is Ihe 
best way for students lo voice 
their opinions to the administra- 
tion. 
Some students, however, 
don't know much about the elec- 
tions, the issues or the candi- 
dates 
"I've heard a lot of people 
saying, 'Vole for me, I'm Ihe 
right person for the job.'" said 
freshman   telecommunications 
major Beverly Butcher. "To be 
honest, I don't know enough 
aboul Ihe job. . lo make that 
decision." 
Undecided freshman Len 
Matela said Ihal he has heard a 
lot about Ihe election, but his 
knowledge of it comes mostly 
from candidates he sees cam- 
paigning. 
"We don't know who these 
people are and what they're run- 
ning for," Matela said. 
Both students, however, said 
they will probably still vole, 
though Matela said he doesn't 
plan on going out of his way to 
do so. 
"I'm not making a point to do 
it," Matela said, "but if I'm out 
and I see it, I'll vote." 
5-i 
m 
Hil-ttllliiitHtil'iMWHHrt 
World Student Association Presents: ^ 
International Week 
'99 
March 22 - 26 
Tuesday 3/23 4:00pm 
German Film (Tin Cup) at Gish Theater 
Wednesday 3/24  7:00pm 
Japanese Night (Origami, Japanese Tourism Films) 
at 1103 Offenhauer Hall West 
Wednesday 3/24 8:30pm 
German Dept. Presentation: 
"Berlin: Together at Last?" 
By Raul Knaus at 115 Shatzel Hall 
Thursday 3/25 4:00pm 
Cup of Culture presents Ghana 
at Off-Campus Student Center 
Friday 3/26 3:00pm 
Indian Film (Ghandi) at 111 Olscamp.  Followed by 
Indian snacks and discussion at 103 Olscamp 
A whole week full of fun 
5 and cultural learning! 
senatorial  candidates,  so this 
year's field of candidates is larg- 
er than usual. The only problem 
is Ihal the number ol seats open 
for election is quite a bit larger 
than il used to be. 
USC; advisor Bill Arnold 
seemed even more pleased with 
Ihe level of interest in the I Si i 
elections this year. 
"I think it's been great," 
Arnold said. 
Arnold concurred with Car- 
ney's explanation for the short- 
age of candidates. A lack of 
notice, Arnold claimed, prevent- 
ed the colleges from getting can- 
didates. 
"I  don't  Hunk  the word  was 
pul   out   to   the  colleges   about 
that," Arnold said, but he added 
that when more information is 
given out in the future, interest 
for those positions will increase 
Although     Ihe     races     Ihal 
remain on the ballot are all full, 
there are still fewer candidates ill 
those races than USC. would like 
in the off-campUS race. Only 12 
candidates are running for 12 
positions, so, barring a massive 
write-in campaign, there will be 
no competition for ihe off-cam- 
pus seats. Camey s.iid Ihat Ihe 
possibilit) ni .1 w rite-in i andi 
date winning .i position is 
remote. 
"It   would   lake.        someone 
who had a very organized write- 
in campaign," Carney said. "Il 
would lake a couple of hundred 
votes   lo   knock   off   Ihe   lowest 
vote-getter." 
Arnold saiil, though the inter- 
est has been good, he would pre 
fer more candidates on the oil 
campus portion of the ballot. 
"1 Ihink il would have been 
nice lo see more senator caiuli 
dates," Arnold said. "It's nice lo 
have a choice." 
Cable industry merges 
7'fa'. Vv.viK iiitcil Press 
NEW YORK   — In the cable 
industry's biggesl merger ever, 
Comcast Corp. struck a deal 
Monday to buy MediaOne 
Croup inc. in an effort lo hasten 
the day when cable companies 
offer TV, telephone service and 
high-speed Internet hookups. 
The $44.3 billion slock swap 
deal would -omhinc the nation's 
third-   and   fourth-largest   cable 
TV providers. 
Ihe new Comcast would 
serve II million cable customers. 
Il would slill rank behind Time 
Warner   Inc.   and   AT&T  Corp., 
which recently acquired role- 
Communications Inc. 
Thai's cause lor worry among 
consumer advocates, who decry 
the fact that cable rates have 
been rising well above the rate of 
inflation. Government rale regu- 
lations have been relaxed in 
recent years and will end on 
March 31. Critics fear Ihal could 
allow  these giant companies  lo 
raise rates even faster. 
"We see the dramatic effect of 
relaxed public oversight and il 
will only continue now," saiil 
(.cue Kimmelman, co-director of 
C onsumers Union's Washington 
office. 
I able companies are  hoping 
demand will increase for high- 
speed Internet access and phone 
service over cable lines, which 
have much greater capacity than 
phone lines. Comcast lion's Ihe 
deal will allow it to offer expand- 
ed all-in-one packages of TV, 
Internet and phone services 
Ihe industry believes il will 
he several years before such ser- 
vices .ire widely sought after and 
available. 
MediaOne is a spinofl of Ihe 
phone company U S West Inc., 
which in 1997 gave up on the 
idea Ihat cable and phone 
providers could complement 
each oilier and split its cable 
business into a separate compa- 
ny 
A1&I s $44 billion purchase 
of Iele-Communicalions was Hie 
biggesl deal up until now. 
In addition to cable systems, 
Philadelphia-based   Comcast's 
interests include a 57 percent 
slake in Ihe home-shopping net- 
work QVC; hockey's Philadel- 
phia livers; basketballs 
Philadelphia 76crs; and slakes in 
Ihe H! and Coif Channel cable 
networks. 
MediaOne, based in F.ngle- 
WOOd, Colo., also has interests in 
wireless communications busi- 
nesses outside the United States 
scr\ ing more than 3 million cus- 
tomers. 
« Balance the Power 
The only completely Non-Greek Candidates 
55 
Kris Kelley 
President 
Adam Papas 
Vice-President 
a 
Senators 
Cassandra Fulkerson At Large 
Scott Brenamen Off-Campus 
Jay Behr Off-Campus 
Rick Albertini At Large 
Fighting For 
•No Attendance Policy 
•Multicultural Affairs 
•More Concerts and Events on Campus 
•More Funding for Organizations 
•A Better Parking System 
•Better and Less Expensive Food On-Campus 
Voting is March 23 and 24 at the Union Foyer 
Being the voice of the students. yy 
\ 
Sports /$ Tod McCloskej Sports Edito The BG Newi 372-260f 
Sosa, McGwire still aiming for fences 
The Associated Press 
Mark McGwire homers to take over the lead. A 
few hours later, Sammy Sosa homers to tie him at 
eight. This spring training sure seems like last sum- 
mer, as far as the home run race is concerned. 
"He's ready, I'm ready. He's got to do a job, I've 
got to do a job," Sosa said Sunday after hitting a 
three-run homer in the Chicago Cubs' 10-7 loss to 
the San Francisco Giants at Mesa, Ariz. 
McGwire hit a two-run shot in the third inning 
of the St. Louis Cardinals' 10-4 loss to Florida Mar- 
lins split squad at Jupiter, Fla. 
"For me, it doesn't take too long to get ready," 
Sosa said. "I've been relaxed and patient at home 
plate, and that's helping me not to swing at pitch- 
es I shouldn't be swinging at." 
Meanwhile, New York Yankees manager Joe 
Torre was released from Barnes-Jewish Hospital in 
St. Louis. According to pathology reports, his can- 
cer was limited to his prostate gland and there is no 
trace of the disease in the lymph nodes. 
He is not expected to rejoin the team for 6-to-12 
weeks, but he will head to Florida to recuperate, 
according to family friend Jeff Wehling. 
"He wants to be near the team, but he also 
thought it would be better to be there because the 
weather is much warmer than in New York and he 
can get out and do his walking," Wehling said. 
At Port Charlotte, Fla., the Texas Rangers said 
reliever John Wetteland may start the season on the 
disabled list. Wetteland has been slowed by an 
ankle injury last month and muscle spasms in his 
lower back. 
"The delivery that I saw on Thursday,* didn't 
like it at all," manager Johnny Oates said. "He just 
can't push off on that ankle well enough for me." 
At Dunedin, Fla., the Boston Red Sox said short- 
stop Nomar Garciaparra won't return to the team 
until at least Wednesday while he undergoes tests 
in California on his injured right elbow. 
Dr. Lewis Yocum, the Anaheim Angels physi- 
cian, and Dr. Tony Daley will examine Boston's top 
offensive threat, who was injured March II in a 
game against Toronto. 
"He just needs to get checked out now," Red Sox 
manager Jimy Williams said Sunday. 
At Clearwater, Fla., the Philadelphia Phillies 
made a second contract offer to 40-year-old right- 
hander Orel Hershiser, who is in camp with the 
Cleveland Indians. 
"We'd love to have Orel," Indians manager 
Mike Hargrove said. "But there's no job for him." 
At Peoria, Ariz., Country singer-turned-baseball 
player Garth Brooks got his first hit of spring train- 
ing, singling up the middle off Mike Sirotka in the 
San Diego Padres' 11-8 loss to the Chicago White 
Sox. It was his 10th plate appearance. 
"I saw the second baseman dive and the ball dis- 
appeared behind him," Brooks said, "so I couldn't 
see what happened. When the crowd stood up, I 
thought 'Holy cow!' " 
In other games: 
Dodgers 7, Expos 5 
At Vero Beach, Fla., Gary Sheffield returned to 
action for Los Angeles for the first time in more 
than a week, going 0-for-2. Devon White, hitting 
cleanup for the first time this spring, homered 
twice, and Kevin Brown got his first win this 
spring despite allowing a three-run homer to 
Vladimir Guerrero in the fourth. 
Yankees 11, Braves (ss) 10 
At Tampa, Fla., Roger Clemens allowed five 
runs — three earned — and seven hits in four 
innings. Keith Lockhart had a two-run double. 
Andruw Jones and Marty Malloy had RBI doubles 
and Gerald Williams added a run-scoring single as 
Clemens threw 45 pitches in the first. 
Phillies 2, Indians 1 
At Clearwater, Curt Schilling allowed three hits 
in five shutout innings. Cleveland's Dwight Good- 
en gave up one run and three hits in 4 1-3 innings, 
striking out six — including the first four batters of 
the game. 
Orioles 6, Twins 4 
At Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Brady Anderson hit a 
three-run  homer and  Mike Bordick and Willis 
Otanez added solo shots. 
Tigers 11, Royals 7 
At Haines City, Fla. Tony Clark hit a three-run 
homer as Detroit piled on 14 hits. 
Red Sox 4, Blue Jays 3 
Associated Press Photo 
St. Louis Cardinal's slugger Mark McGwire makes his rounds while signing autographs at a spring 
training game. 
At Dunedin, Lou Merloni hit .1 go-ahead two- 
run homer off Billy Koch in the sixth, and Cecil 
Fielder hit his second homer of the spring for 
Toronto. 
Pirates 8, Devil Rays 3 
At Bradenton, Fla, Francisco Cordova limited 
Tampa Bav to one run in five innings, and Pat 
Means and rookie Warren Morris homered. 
Rangers 5, Reds 3 
At Sarasota, Fla., Pete Harnisch, projected as 
Cincinnati's opening day starter, was bothered by a 
stiff back and limited to four innings. He gave up 
one run and six hits while throwing 52 pitches. 
Marlins (ss) 6, Mets (ss) 3 
At Port St. Lucie, Fla., Li van Hernandez gave up 
two runs and seven hits in four innings. Rickey 
Henderson ended a 28-at-bat hitless streak with a 
two-out double in the seventh off Vic Darensbourg. 
Indians excited about pitching prospect 
The Associated Press 
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. — As 
two dozen minor league 
prospects jogged past, their 
cleats crunching in cadence on 
the cement driveway, it was easy 
to pick out which one was C.C. 
Sabathia. 
At 6-foot-7, Carsten Charles 
Sabathia is impossible to miss. 
He towers over the Indians' 
other prospects as they go 
through their daily instructional 
workouts at spring training 
camp. 
And once Sabathia takes the 
pitching mound, he stands out 
even more.   ■ 
"He's a special talent," said 
Carl Willis, Sabathia's pitching 
coach at the Indians' Columbus, 
Ga., Single-A affiliate in the 
South Atlantic League. "He's a 
guy    with    tremendous    arm 
strength. Good body, good size. 
He's somebody we're going to 
keep a close eye on." 
The Indians have been watch- 
ing Sabathia closely for a few 
years now. Cleveland used its 
No. 1 pick in the draft last June 
— 20th overall — to select the 
hard-throwing left-hander out of 
Vallejo (Calif.) High School. 
"He was drafted where he 
was drafted because of that fast- 
ball," said Willis, who pitched 
for nine seasons in the big 
leagues. 
That fastball, which routinely 
clocks around 95 mph and has 
topped out at 98 mph, has been 
rated the best in the Indians' 
organization by Baseball Ameri- 
ca. And that fastball is the reason 
Sabathia is considered an 
untouchable prospect. 
"That's fair to say," said Mark 
Shapiro, Cleveland's  assistant 
general manager. "For what he 
represents as a pure commodity, 
he's one of those guys out there 
who you can't replace the tools 
and the ability that he has. He's 
got the total package." 
After signing with the Indians 
last summer, Sabathia joined 
Cleveland's rookie league team 
in Burlington, N.C. In just five 
starts there, Sabathia, relying on 
his fastball and a wicked slider, 
reaffirmed the Indians' belief 
that one day he'll be a major 
league star. 
He went 1-0 with a 4.50 ERA, 
allowing 20 hits and 14 runs. But 
Sabathia's most amazing statistic 
was this — 35 strikeouts in just 
18 innings. 
"I remember when he came 
into his first game," said catcher 
Jeff Depippo. "He was pretty 
pumped up and was throwing 
prettv hard. Thank God I had 
caught him in the bullpen before 
that He made a lot of hitters look 
real bad." 
Willis remembered Sabathia 
being a little wild, but than set- 
tling in. 
"Once he got his feet on the 
ground, he settled in," he said. 
"When he was throwing strikes, 
he was on." 
On this day, Sabathia, who 
was offered a football scholar- 
ship to play tight end at Hawaii, 
follows a morning of running 
and shagging halting practice 
flies with a few laps around the 
training complex on a bicycle — 
a punishment given to any play- 
ers considered overweight. 
Sabathia admits to being 15 
pounds heavier than his listed 
playing weight of 235. 
After lunch there's some 
weight lifting followed by a 
game against   the  Kansas City 
Royals Singlc-A team which 
Sabathia watches in street 
clothes along with the other 
pitchers 
His job during the game is to 
retrieve foul balls hit onto the 
adjacent minor league fields, not 
exactly what you might expect to 
see a No. 1 draft pick doing. 
But that's what endeared 
Sabathia to his Burlington team- 
mates last year. He wasn't cocky 
and worked just as hard as a kid 
taken in the 23rd round. 
"C.C.'s just one of the guys," 
said Depippo. "Everybody likes 
him." 
Sabathia has won over his 
coaches, too. 
"My first impression was that 
he was a great kid," said Willis. 
"He takes his job seriously and 
he has a lot of enthusiasm about 
the game. And he wants to learn. 
That says a lot about him." 
Sabathia knows he's got a lot 
to learn before he'll be ready to 
face major league hitters. 
"I've got to work on my 
mechanics," he said. "And my 
off-speed pitches." 
The Indians haven't set a 
timetable for Sabathia, who'll 
turn 19 in July. He'll begin the 
year at Columbus, and depend- 
ing on his progress, he could 
move up another level before the 
year is over. 
"We're trying to set him a base 
and build off that," said Willis. 
"He's got a lot of power and 
we're trying to get everything 
together. He has made the 
adjustments we've asked him to 
and he works at them. He real- 
izes he's got a lot to do and he 
wants to do it." 
I Shiver me timbers, aargh Neagle's stay with Reds temporary 
The Associated Press 
SARASOTA, Fla. — So, how long is 
Denny Neagle going to hang around? 
When the Cincinnati Reds got Neagle 
from the Atlanta Braves in the trade for sec- 
ond baseman Bret Boone last November, 
they knew the left-hander would give them 
a top-flight rotation. 
They also knew he could take flight — 
he has the right to demand a trade after one 
season in Cincinnati. 
The great expectations come with an 
expiration date, one thai the left-hander can 
set. So, will he stay or won't he? 
He says he's not sure. 
"It's my intention to come out and do the 
best 1 can and take things from there," Nea- 
gle said. "I'm definitely going to give the 
city a fair chance. I don't know what my 
future holds. 
"It's no secret I have that right in my 
contract to demand a trade if I want to, but 
I'm not even thinking about that. I've never 
been  one to get caught  looking too  far 
ahead." 
For now, Neagle's focus is short-term. 
He pulled thigh muscles during the first 
full-squad workout last month and has had 
weakness in the back of his pitching shoul- 
der. The two problems have combined to 
keep him out of a regular game this spring 
training. 
Neagle is scheduled to pitch a "B" game 
on Tuesday. He threw 45 pitches in a Class 
A game last Thursday. There's a chance he 
will open the season on the disabled list. 
Once he gets rolling, Neagle will be the 
most accomplished pitcher in the rotation. 
Neagle, 30, went 16-11 with a 3.55 earned 
run average and five complete games for 
Atlanta last season. He has won 16 or more 
games in each of the last three seasons with 
Pittsburgh and Atlanta. 
Going from a noncontender to a playoff 
team changed his outlook. 
T  was spoiled  the last few years  in r 
Atlanta, being able to play in the postsea- 
son each year," he said. "That's what it's all 
about." 
When the Reds made the trade, the incli- 
nation was to assume that Neagle would 
head back towards a contender as soon as 
possible. He's under contract through 2000 
at $4.75 million per year with a club option 
for 2001. 
Neagle, who was with Pittsburgh from 
1992-96, doesn't automatically rule out 
staying Cincinnati because of its payroll 
limitations. 
"People thought Pittsburgh was a tough 
place to play. I loved it in Pittsburgh," Nea- 
gle said. "I never wanted to get traded from 
there in the first place. It just so happened 
that they were going in a different direction 
than both of us intended. 
"I hated to leave there. Cincinnati cer- 
tainly isn't any worse of a place than Pitts- 
burgh. It's got the great history of baseball 
here." 
f""i' y±'m"*^ 
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Final Four field set 
OHIO STATE CONNECTICUT 
first timers and coach K in NCAA semi-finals 
The Associated Press 
Last season's Final Four was filled with first- 
limc coaches. This weekend, there will be three 
|l<'luils and a coach with a chance to join a very 
Inclusive list. 
For Jim Calhoun of Connecticut, Jim O'Brien of 
l)hio State and Tom Izzo of Michigan State, St. 
I'etersburg, Fla., will be the site of their first Final 
>ur. 
For Mike Krzyzewski of Duke, this weekend 
| vill be a chance for a third national championship, 
number reached only by John Wooden, Adolph 
Uupp and Bob Knight. 
"You don't get a chance to play for the national 
Irhampionship until you get to the Final Four," 
[Krzyzewski said after his top-ranked Blue Devils 
I jeat sixth-seeded Temple 85-64 Sunday in the East 
IRegional final. "Now we can talk about winning 
j.hc national championship." 
Most people expect Duke (36-1), which has won 
31 straight games, to do that as the Blue Devils are 
the most prohibitive favorite since UNLV in 1991. 
That year was Krzyzewski's first championship 
and the Blue Devils ended UNLV's season in the 
national semifinals. They repeated in 1992, the fifth 
straight year Duke reached the Final Four. Its last 
appearance was 1994. 
"It's been a long time coming and it's something 
I haven't experienced," fifth-year senior Trajan 
Langdon said. "Coming into this game I knew it 
was my last chance to go to the Final Four." 
Duke will play Michigan State on Saturday, a 
rematch of the Blue Devils' 73-67 victory in Decem- 
ber. 
The Spartans (33-4) beat defending champion 
Kentucky 73-66 Sunday in the Midwest Regional, 
their 22nd straight win, the last three all by less 
than 10 points. 
"I don't even care about the next game right 
now," Izzo said. "There are 37 games there's been 
pressure on this team and I'm going to enjoy this 
day. I love Duke, they're a great team and I'll deal 
with them tomorrow." 
Connecticut (32-2), the only other team besides 
Duke to be ranked No. 1 this season, always 
seemed to find a way not to get to the Final Four. 
Whether it was a buzzer-beater by Duke's Christ- 
ian Laettner or a path that went through North 
Carolina's home state, the Huskies had never got- 
ten there. 
This time they advanced with a 67-62 win over 
lOth-seedcd Gonazaga in the West Regional. 
"Fate and other good teams and players got in 
the way and we didn't move on," Calhoun said. 
"I'm sure ours fans are going to come in mass. 
There's nothing like Husky Mania. People don't 
realize how much people in our state care." 
Ohio State (27-8), at No. 4 the only non-No. 1 
seed to advance, shattered some trivia with the 77- 
74 win over third-seeded St. John's in the South 
Regional. 
No team had ever reached the national semifi- 
nals without having been in the tournament the 
year before. The Buckeyes were 8-22 last season 
and won just one conference game. The addition of 
guard Scoonie Penn, who came along with O'Brien 
from Boston College, was the key to the remark- 
able turnaround. 
"They said when we came here we'd had a great 
season but it had to end here," Buckeyes guard 
Michael Redd said. "I wonder what they're going 
to say now?" 
It's been a while since the Big Ten's two Final 
Four teams had been there. Michigan State was last 
there in 1979 when Magic Johnson led the Spartans 
to the national championship. Ohio State was last 
there in 1968 when Bill Hosket starred for the 
Buckeyes.  
MICHIGAN STATE DUKE 
Michigan State fans quickly snap up tickets to Final Four 
The Associated Press 
LANSING, Mich. — It's still 
possible to find a place to sleep 
and get tickets to watch the 
Michigan State Spartans play in 
this weekend's NCAA Final Four 
games in St. Petersburg, Fla. 
But anyone without an air- 
plane ticket by now had better 
plan on hitting the road for the 
24-hour drive.- Airlines already 
are booked, and many charter 
flights sold out Monday. 
"It couldn't have been at a 
worse place at a worse time," 
said Craig Corey of Craig Corey 
Travel Service in Lansing. "It's 
the peak of the spring break, 
Easter, winter push to Florida ... 
even without the Final Four." 
Of course, Corey's not com- 
plaining. By mid-afternoon Mon- 
day, he'd sold out a $1,199 pack- 
age offering charter air, lodging, 
breakfast and transportation to 
and from the Saturday game 
against Duke and Monday's 
championship battle. 
Tickets cost extra — anywhere 
from $500 per person to $4,600, 
Corey said, with courtside seats 
ranging from $1,500 to $3,300. 
Michigan State, meanwhile, 
has 3,500 tickets it plans to sell 
for $80 per person in the upper 
stands and $100 per person in 
the lower stands of St. Pelers- 
The Associated Press 
PHILADELPHIA — Lawyers 
for four athletes have asked a 
federal judge to clarify letters the 
NCAA sent to its Division I 
schools after the judge struck 
down the association's use of 
minimum test scores to deter- 
mine freshmen eligibility. 
The lawyers want the NCAA 
to assure schools they will not be 
penalized if they use freshmen 
players suddenly made eligible 
by the Proposition 16 ruling — 
even if that ruling is later 
reversed. 
burg's Tropicana Field. 
Student season ticketholders 
on Monday already had begun 
pitching tents, unrolling sleeping 
bags and settling in to brave tem- 
peratures expected to drop into 
the low 20s Monday night. Stu- 
dent tickets were to go on sale at 
8 a.m. Tuesday at Breslin Center, 
where the Spartans play home 
basketball games. 
Regular season ticket holders, 
meanwhile, were to get a shot at 
tickets beginning at 7 a.m. Tues- 
day at the Jenison Field House 
Athletic Ticket Office on campus. 
Each ticketholder could buy up 
to four tickets to the Final Four, 
depending on how many season 
tickets they hold. 
Chuck Webb, Michigan State 
vice president for university 
development, said Monday that 
1,600 major donors and members 
of the Ralph Young Fund for ath- 
letics had contacted the universi- 
ty for tickets. 
"The response has been over- 
whelming. We've hardly beeri 
able to keep up with the number 
of calls coming in today," he 
said. 
Webb didn't know exactly 
how many of the university's 
allocation the development 
office would get. But he hoped to 
have enough tickets for all those 
giving $10,000 or more in non- 
athletic  donations  or at  least 
In response, the NCAA on 
Monday asked U.S. District 
Judge Ronald Buckwalter to 
refrain from ruling on the 
lawyers' request until a federal 
appeals court rules on the orga- 
nization's appeal of the initial 
' Proposition 16 decision. 
On March 8, Buckwalter 
declared that the minimum stan- 
dardized test score requirements 
have "an unjustified disparate 
impact against African-Ameri- 
cans." 
The letters the NCAA sent last 
week   to   the   302   Division   I 
$1,500 to the Ralph Young Fund 
Some callers even promised to 
increase their giving if they 
could get tickets to the Florida 
games. 
"I had one caller who said, 'Be 
assured, we'll be at the higher 
(donation) level. I don't ever 
want to be in a position where I 
don't get tickets,'" Webb said. 
Bryan Baker of the Michigan 
State Sports Information Office 
said the Spartans are attracting 
national media attention after 
beating Kentucky Sunday 73-66 
in the Midwest Regional in St. 
Louis. 
"The phone rings probably 
every 30 seconds," he said. 
There was just as much excite- 
ment in Flint, the hometown of 
four key Spartans players 
dubbed the Flintstones — North- 
ern High products Mateen 
Cleaves and Antonio Smith, 
Morris Peterson of Northwestern 
High and Charlie Bell of South- 
western Academy. 
At the Bottom Street bar, the 
Spartans earned the ultimate 
measure of respect — the back- 
ing of a University of Michigan 
fan. 
"I'm not a Michigan State fan. 
I'm a true blue and gold fan," 
said Chris Daly, a gym teacher at 
a Flint elementary school. "But 
to clarify 
schools offer direction to coaches 
and athletic directors suddenly 
stripped of a key recruiting 
guideline, NCAA spokeswoman 
Jane Jankowski said Monday. 
The correspondence includes 
reference to Article 19.8 of the 
NCAA's 1998-99 Division I rules 
manual, which states that the 
association could strike statistics 
or championships from the 
record books if a court ruling like 
Buckwalter's is vacated, stayed 
or reversed on appeal. 
"What it does is help give a 
few general guidelines to mem- 
MSU students Joe Labadre and Jack Gracia wait with others for 
tickets Monday, March 22, 1999 outside the Breslin Center in East 
I've got to go with the  Flint- 
stones." 
Bar owner Leo Kilgo said the 
Spartans' televised games have 
been good for business, but he 
had a sobering prediction for this 
weekend: "I've got Duke." That 
drew a chorus of boos from 
Kilgo's customers. 
"That's why he stays in the 
kitchen," said one of them, 
Denny Donlan. 
About 300 people greeted the 
Spartan basketball team on its 
return to Lansing's Capital City 
ber institutions and guidelines 
on the court ruling," Ms. 
Jankowski said. 
But in court papers filed Fri- 
day, lawyers for the four black 
plaintiffs wrote that citing the 
article is "tantamount to the 
NCAA advising its members that 
'if you honor and heed the 
Court's permanent injunction, 
you do so at your peril.'" 
The lawyers asked Buckwalter 
to direct the NCAA to inform its 
Division I schools that the article 
"has no force or effect on any 
member who recjuits, offers ath- 
Airport around midnight Sun- 
day night. On the school's 
sprawling East Lansing campus, 
good feelings over the baskeiball 
team's success lingered Monday. 
"In the beginning it was look- 
ing a little dim," graduate chem- 
istry student Micah Stowe said 
of Sunday's game, which had 
Michigan State down 17-4 early 
in the first half. "But they always 
pull it out in the end. We're real- 
ly proud of our Spartans." 
Students Sunday night waved 
Spartan flags and chanted, "Go 
Green, Go White" as they crowd- 
leticallv-related financial aid or 
allows a student-athlete to com- 
pete" if that student-athlete has 
not attained the minimum test 
scores that were struck down in 
the judge's ruling last week. 
NCAA lawyers have said in 
court that the immediate elimi- 
nation of Proposition 16 could 
cause chaos among its member 
schools. 
The article threatens to strike 
individual and team statistics 
and championships from the 
record books "in the interest of 
restitution and fairness to corn- 
Associated Press Photo 
their chance to get Final Four 
Lansing, Mich. 
ed into downtown East Lansing, 
then returned to campus for a 
spontaneous parade, singing the 
school's fight song. 
Although most of the celebra- 
tion was orderly, more than 500 
people were at the Cedar Village 
apartment complex near campus 
when a bonfire was started with 
sofa cushions, bar stools and 
trash. Firefighters extinguished, 
the fire around 12:30 a.m. 
Two students were  arrested 
for   disorderly   conduct.   East' 
Lansing   Police    Capt.    Louis • 
Muhn said. 
pcting instit itions." 
The 3rd  Circuit of the U.S. 
Court  of Appeals is  weighing 
whether to give the NCAA more 
I 
time to develop new freshman 
eligibility  guidelines,  a  delay 
I 
Buckwalter   refused   to   grant 
them last week. The NCAA also , 
plans to appeal the initial ruling , 
to the appeals court. 
"* 
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Alford hired 
by Hawkeyes 
The Associated Press 
IOWA CITY, Iowa — Steve 
Alford was hired as Iowa's bas- 
ketball coach today after guiding 
Southwest Missouri State to its 
best showing in the NCAA tour- 
nament. 
The former Indiana star 
replaces Tom Davis, whose con- 
tract was not renewed. 
With a record of 269-140, 
Davis had the most victories of 
any coach in Iowa history. 
He coached the Hawkeyes to 
NCAA tournament wins over 
Alabama-Birmingham and 
Arkansas before a 7?-68 loss to 
Connecticut in the NCAA West 
Regional semifinals last Thurs- 
day. 
In Alford, Iowa is getting a 
coach that also lixik his team to 
the round of 16. Southwest Mis- 
souri State, a No. 12 seed, beat 
Wisconsin and  Tennessee,  but 
lost 78-61 to lop-ranked Duke on 
Friday to finish the season 22-11. 
"It's very exciting to be back 
in the Big Ten," Alford said. 
"Any way you slice it, he's a 
winner," Iowa athletic director 
Bob Bowlsby said. 
The 34-year-old coach built a 
78-48 record in four years at 
Southwest Missouri State. 
Before coaching the Bears, 
Alford guided Manchester Col- 
lege to a 31-1 record in 1995 and 
a second-place finish in the Divi- 
sion III playoffs. Alford has a 
156-77 coaching record in eight 
years. 
When he played at Indiana 
from 1983-87, Alford earned All- 
American honors twice and was 
the Hoosiers' second career lead- 
ing scorer. 
He was the 26th pick in the 
1987 NBA draft, playing four 
seasons for Dallas and Golden 
Stale. 
Associated Press Photo 
Southwest Missouri State coach and former Indiana star, Steve 
Alford, was hired as Iowa's basketball coach Monday. 
Irish look for new basketball coach 
The Associated Press 
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Notre Dame offi- 
cials interviewed Princeton's Bill Carmody 
on Monday for their vacant head coaching 
position and plan to meet with Xavier's Skip 
I'rosser soon. 
Princeton   sports   information  director 
Jerry Price said Notre Dame contacted the 
school last week for permission to meet with 
Carmody and was scheduled to meet with 
him Monday afternoon in New York. He said 
he didn't know any details of the interview. 
Carmody is 73-14 in his three seasons as 
Princeton's head coach after serving as an 
assistant there for  14 years.  He took the 
Tigers to the NCAA Tournament in his first 
two seasons and lost to Xavier in the NIT 
quarterfinals this year. 
Notre Dame officials wouldn't say Mon- 
day whether athletic director Mike 
Wadsworth was in New York interviewing 
candidates. Still,  the South  Bend  Tribune 
reached him at a Manhattan hotel Sunday 
night, though he declined to comment. 
"There's probably 15 million oilier people 
here, including some other basketball coach- 
es, so draw any inference you like," he told 
the Tribune. 
Wadsworth's trip to New York coincided 
with the appearances there of several other 
coaches  believed  to be on  Notre  Dame's 
short list, including I'rosser and Utah's Kick 
Majerus, who many believe to be the fron- 
trunner for the job. 
Prosser is in New York this week to pre- 
pare his team for the NIT Final lour. Con- 
tacted by The Associated Press last week, he 
declined to say if he had talked to Notre 
Dame, saying it was a private matter 
between him, his players, his family and 
Xavier. 
But Xavier athletic director Mike Bobinski 
said Monday that Notre Dame has asked the 
school for permission to interview Prosser, 
though he did not know when they would 
meet. 
"I don'l know when, where or how, but 
they said they were in the process of meeting 
some people and Skip was on their li-.| and 
thai il was somewhat in the preliminary 
stages of their process," said Bobinski, a 
Notre Dame alum. 
Bobinski said Prosser lias asked in the 
past that inten iews for coaching opportuni- 
ties wail until the season is over, and he 
assumed   thai   would   happen   with   Notre 
Dame. I hat means Irish officials will have to 
wail uniil Frida) al the earliest tor a meeting 
with I'rosser Xavier faces Clcmson in the 
\ll semifinals luesda) and will play Thurs- 
day in either the championship or consola- 
tion contest 
Majerus worked as a college basketball 
analyst i"i ( BS in New York over the week- 
end, and on Saturday he repeated on the air 
that he is 99 percent sure he will coach al 
Utah next season. I le has said several times 
thai \olre Dame is his "l percent.' 
Phillies offer Orel 
Hershiser contracl 
The Associated Press 
CLEARWATER, Fla. — It 
won't be long before the 
Philadelphia Phillies learn, once 
and for all, if Orel I lershiser will 
be part of their starting rotation. 
If needed, they have a pretty 
impressive lobbyist waiting in 
the wings. 
"His career is what il is," said 
ace Curt Schilling, adding that 
he'd be willing to put in a call to 
persuade Hershiser to accept the 
Phillies' latest contract offer 
"He's 200 innings, and if he's 
healthy and throwing the ball 
the way he is, he could make us 
a better club." 
With the Indians in town Sun- 
day, it was a perfect time for the 
Phillies to make one last bid for 
I lershiser's services. The 
Phillies made .1 second contract 
oiler to the 40-year-old right- 
hander, hoping to bolster a thin 
pitching staff that could use his 
experience — and innings. 
The Phillies and Hershiser 
have set a Tuesday deadline for 
a decision to be made. 
"If it's enough, then great," 
general manager Ed Wade said 
before the Phillies beat the Indi- 
ans 2-1. "If not, then we move 
on." 
In February, the Phillies 
offered Hershiser a one-year 
deal with incentives that could 
have raised the value to S2 mil- 
lion. I le opted instead to sign a 
minor league contract for less 
money with the Indians, the 
team lie played lor from 1995-97. 
But I lershiser, who pitched 
lor the ( Hants last season, has lit- 
tle chance of making Cleve- 
land's starling rotation. Hershis- 
er and the Indians set a loose 
.leadline of Sunday for the club 
to let him know how he fits into 
their plans. If he isn't going to 
make the club, Hershiser is ft 
to sign with another team. 
"We'd love to have Ore 
Indians manager Mike I largro' 
said. "But there's no job f 
him." 
In addition to getting the 
victories he needs for 200 in 1 
career, Hershiser wants one la 
chance to pitch in the Wor 
Series. The Phillies, still buildi 
with youth and a payroll und 
$30 million, don'l appear to be 
good bet to give him thai th 
season. 
Phillies    assistant    gener 
manager Ruben Amaro)r. talk 
with Hershiser's agent,  Rob 
Fraley, on Saturday and  ma 
the formal offer Sunday. Wac 
talked   with   Marl  on  Sunda 
morning to make sure it  wnj 
within   baseball   rule,   to   offl 
I lershiser a contract. 
Fraley did not return a tell 
phone call, and Wade wouldn 
say whether the second offi 
involved more money than lb 
first — $85o.(too guaranteed an 
$2   million   if   he   pilches   21 
innings. 
"It is, I think, a very fall oil. 
which includes performanc 
bonuses," Wade said. "It is 
same type of oiler." 
II is believed thai the Marlins 
Devil  Rays  and  another  clu 
offered  more  money  than  tin 
Phillies last month. 
Hershiser has pitched wel 
this spring, posting a 2.70 ERA 
in three appearances. His value 
may have gone up since th 
Phillies made their first offer, 
perhaps pushing them out of (he 
running. 
"It's never been about tin 
money with Hershiser," Wade 
said "It's baseball knowledge 
that he signed a contract with1 
Cleveland at an appreciably 
lesser amount than we offered." 
Kaplan students 
get into Law School, 
Case closed. 
9 out off 10 Kaplan LSAT students go 
to one off their top 3 school choices. 
—1997 Biuskin-Golar.ng Research Study ol students al the lop 50 law schools 
Class starts Monday, April 5! 
Enroll now and start studying early. 
Call today to enroll! 
KAPLAN 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
www.kaplan.com ■ AOL keyword: kaplan 
'LSAT is a mastered naoemani V me Lax School Aonnsvon CovcU 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
A**************** 
ss&£^&$% 
Winthrop Terrace Apartments 
Has FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE 
for ALL Residents 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Free Heat and Water 
1 & 2 Full Baths 
2 Swimming Pools 
24 hr. Maintenance 
On-site Laundry Facilities 
New Appliances 
Call today 352-9135 
Ask about our fall listings 
400 Napoleon 
••**•••*••••*••*** 
X 
824 SIXTH STREET 
• 2 bdrm furn & unfurn apartments 
• Free gas heat, water & sewer 
• Each apt has a balcony or patio 
• Washer/dryer on the premises 
• Some witli microwaves 
NEWL9VE 
Rentals 
tS* 
332 S Main St. 
(our only office) 
352-5620 
www. newloverealtv. com 
• Women's & Men's clothing 
• Indian tapestires 
• Sterling & semi precious 
stone jewelry 
• Tie-dye tees 
• Jerry dolls & Beanie bears 
• Hemp jewelry, twine, & 
hackysacks 
• Bags galore! 
• Indonesian handicrafts 
• Candles, incense, oils, & 
gifts for everyone! 
BUY 1 SWEATER GET 1 FREE 
ENTIRE MONTH OF FEBRUARY 
«*t\ 
445 E. Wooster 
LIVING CANVAS 
445 E. Wooster • 354-5203 
"In the Vault" 
Tattoo & Body Piercing 
Hospital type sterilization 
health department licensed 
B.C.'s oldest established tattoo shop. 
T3 
The last challenge 
of a socially 
conscious society? 
Depression strikes milkons- indiscrimtnafer/. Depression is simply a suppression 
ot bram activity that makes life unbearable. And even though depression is 
readity treatable, onfy 1 m 5 ever seeks treatment. Why do so many fust drag 
themselves along or eventually seek relief through suicide? F»st. there's the lack 
ot awareness of depression- as an illness and as the threat that it is to each and 
every one of us  Second, there's the unwarranted negative stigma attached to it. 
You know, the 'mental' thing. It's time to collectrvety face depression. To know it's 
an illness, not a weakness. And it's a - *JL| rpc^ TP f) 
challenge that's long overdue It's _-.   _  __ —— _ ^r^r M^\ »V M 
taken too many of us a*oady. ^)£ f*f% C 55 / ^•/V 
■1 Cause of Su«fe 
?ut*c Serv»ce "*iw« liom SAVE (SucOe A**»ne*s'Voc« ol EOocaiori)    hnpVfwww Mvc.orq 
GREENBRIAH, INC. 
Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts... 
224 E. Wooster ^      _ 352-0717 
• A/C 
• Newly remodled 
with fire places 
available 
• 4 or 5 person 
• Starting at $775.00 
...Gef Them 
While They Last! 
GREENBRIAH, INC. 
Checkout our Website for a complete 
listing of all our properties. 
 www. wcnet.org/~gbrental  
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OVER THE WIRE 
umpilrd Irom wire smiri'-s 
MEN'S TENNIS 
alcons have strong 
howing aganist WSU 
Bowling Green Stale Universi- 
men's tennis team defeated 
right State University 6-1 in 
ual match play last Friday. 
BG also won all three of the 
oubles matches in demanding 
ishion over the weaker WSU 
'am. 
BG now stands 4-8 on the year 
nd   will   face   Mid-American 
'onference   rival   Toledo   this 
v-eekend. 
■WOMEN"S TENNIS ■■■ 
JG keeps streak alive 
>ver weekend 
. The Bowling Green State Uni- 
eristy  women's   tennis   team 
.epl the six-game winning streak 
| ilive with a sweep this weekend. 
The Falcons won 8-1 on Fri- 
bay against Xavier, 6-3 against 
Sutler and 6-3 over Indiana State. 
The Falcons now stand 8-2 on 
he year and will face Toledo this 
I Friday. 
NCAA to clarify guidelines 
The Associated Press 
PHILADELPHIA — 
Lawyers for four athletes 
have asked a federal judge 
to clarify letters the NCAA 
sent to its Division I schools 
after the judge struck down 
the association's use of 
minimum test scores to 
determine freshmen eligi- 
bility. 
The lawyers want the 
NCAA to assure schools 
they will not be penalized if 
they use freshmen players 
suddenly made eligible by 
the Proposition 16 ruling — 
even if that ruling is later 
reversed. 
In response, the NCAA 
on Monday asked U.S. Dis- 
trict Judge Ronald Buck- 
waller to refrain from rul- 
ing on the lawyers' request 
until a federal appeals court 
rules on the organization's 
appeal of the initial Propo- 
sition 16 decision. 
On March 8, Buckwalter 
declared that the minimum 
standardized test score 
requirements have "an 
unjustified disparate 
impact against African- 
Americans." 
The letters the NCAA 
sent last week to the 302 
Division 1 schools offer 
direction to coaches and 
athletic directors suddenly 
stripped of a key recruiting 
guideline, NCAA spokes- 
woman Jane Jankowski 
said Monday. 
The correspondence 
includes reference to Article 
19.8 of the NCAA's 1998-99 
Division 1 rules manual, 
which states that the associ- 
ation could strike statistics 
or championships from the 
record books if a court rul- 
ing like Buckwalter's is 
vacated, stayed or reversed 
on appeal. 
"What it does is help 
give a few general guide- 
lines to member institutions 
and guidelines on the court 
ruling," Ms. Jankowski 
said. 
TRANSACTIONS 
Monday's Sports Transac 
tions 
BASEBALL 
National League 
FLORIDA MARLINS— 
Optioned LHP Michael Tejera, 
RHP Justin Speier, RHP Ryan 
Dempster and RHP Joe 
Fontenot to Calgary of the 
PCL. Assigned RHP Rob Stan- 
ifer, RHP Dario Perez, INF 
Pablo Ozuna and C Lionel 
Hastings to their minor league 
camp. 
PITTSBURGH PIRATES— 
Reassigned RHP Bob Milacki, 
RHP Todd Van Poppel, C-OF 
Steve Bieser, INF Matt 
Howard and OF Ray Mont- 
gomery to their minor league 
camp. 
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
CLEVELAND BROWNS— 
Named Dan Arthur director ol 
publications-internet, Todd 
Stewart director of publicity- 
media    relations    and    Ken 
STANDINGS 
dinator. 
SEATTLE SEAIIAWKS— 
Named Douglas Smith direc- 
tor of corporate s.ilcs 
HOCKEY 
National Hockey League 
NEW YORK RANGERS— 
Re-assigned ( Christian Dube 
to Hartford of the AHL, 
PHOENIX COYOTES— 
Assigned LW Louie deBrusk 
to Long Beach of the IHL. 
TAMPA BAY LIGHT- 
NING—Recalled RW Corey 
Spring trom Cleveland of the 
IHL. Sent D Mike McBain to 
Cleveland. 
WASHINGTON CAPI- 
TALS—Traded      LW     Tom 
Chorske to the Calgary Flames 
for future considerations. 
Reassigned D Steve Poapst to 
National Basketball Association 
AIA < Uance 
1   V.ll RN< UMIKI V   1 
MlanIK Division 
W 1. Pel C.B 
Miami lfi 'i 710 — 
i Mando IS 8 692 • 1 
Philadelphia 14 10 Vrt 4 
NowYbrt  1' II 177 4 
Mashinglon 10 14 417 8 
Boston 8 15 148 9 1/2 
New Jersey 4 20 167 14 
l .nlr.il Division 
Indiana 17 7 708 — 
Milwaukee 14 10 181 3 
Atianla 14 11 560 11/2 
Detroit 14 II 560 11/2 
Cleveland 12 11 522 4 1/2 
[branto 11 12 .478 5 1/2 
Charlotte 9 14 391 71/2 
( hlcago t 17 320 9 1/2 
wisn.K\< OMIRI.V r 
Midwest Dh ision 
W L        • Pel GB 
Utah 19 % 760 — 
Houston It 9 640 3 
*-.tn Antunin 16 9 640 3 
Minnesota 14 12 5W 5 1/2 
Dallas 9 17 146 101/2 
Denver 7 18 280 12 
Vmcouvei 5 20 200 14 
I'.icific Division 
Portland 20 5 800 — 
1 A 1 .iker. 18 9 667 3 
Seattle 12 II 522 7 
Phoenix 12 13 480 8 
s.i, r.imento II IS 421 9 1/2 
< lolden state 10 14 417 9 1/2 
1 A (Uppers 2 22 083 17 1/2 
Mather media relations coor-     Portland of the AHL. 
Support Falcon Athletics 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
The BG New* -ill new knowingly Jtccp ad*crti»4ritirni> 
thj* dm.fimin«ie. M tntimraite Jiwnmiiuiicti oyiim. 
any UI-II>H)UJJ «r group »n the haiii •* rat*. «». color, 
inxd. religion, natntiul urtfin. «*ial ontnuintn. di> 
abiltry. tutu* ■* ■ wieran. <* on the turn of any .-hri 
legally prutwwd wan* 
Beyond BG Senior Celebration 
invites you to come see the Nissan 
300 2X Twin Turbo by Epptef. Tickets 
will be sold Irom 10:00-4:00. 
Time is running out so gel your 
tickets soon. 
The Celebration is Apnt 22ndl 
The Nissan 300 2X TWIN TURBO 
SERVICES OFFERED 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
APICS/NAPM 
THURSDAY. MARCH 25 
7:30 p.m.. BA114 
FREE PIZZA AND POP!! 
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME 
Attention Alpha Lambda Delta 
mam bars: 
GENERAL MEETING!!! 
GENERAL MEETING!!! 
Tuesday. March 23 
9:00 p.m.- 111 BA 
CJO 
Wed. March 24 
It Rick Reed, Toledo PD Homicide 
BA 103 @ 8:00pm 
Come hear what a career In political act- 
ence/personnel can do for you. Hear two 
BGSU political aclance grads discuss their 
careers and answer questions. Wed., March 
24 7pm in BA 103. Sponsored by Pi Sigma 
Alpha.  
WANNA BAR HOP IN TOLEDO? 
LET ME DRIVE YOU! 
ALL NITE TRANSPORTATION 
35DRUNK 
Pregnant?? 
FREE pregnancy tests 
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING. 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
PERSONALS 
Study Abroad in Nan. >s, France 
Meeting Tuesday March 23.1999 
Guest apeaker: Joann Kroll 
From Career Services 
BAA 1000® 9:00pm 
All Majors Welcome 
Earn 6 BGSU Credits 
???'s contact moodre@bgnet 
LOST& FOUND 
I'FLUENT IN SPANISH"! 
Summer jobs m Fremont. OH 
$7.25/hr-Income Maintenance Interns 
will work with Migrant Workers to 
determine eligibility lor Govt 
benefits Apply ©Co-op: 310 Student 
Svca. 2-2451 details. MUST be: 
IIFLUENT IN SPANISH" 
Found:   Wedding   Band.   To   identify   call 
354-5407 
Find It In 
The BG Newsl 
We're almost full!!! 
You've gotta get an apartment 
before it's too late! 
Check out these great apartments for next year... 
Chariest-own Apartments - 710 Scott Hamilton A & H and 730 Scott Hamilton A,B,C,D & G 
Spacious two bedroom units with paMbalamy, central air, garbage disposals, 
full baths, private parking on-stie laundry, and lots of storage. Lindlordpays 
hot & cold water, sewer 6 waste disposal     $525h*o. unfurn.,  $575/mo. /urn. 
Ashdon Apartments - 850 Scott Hamilton #2 
Our last giant fully furnished two bedroom uniLlotauy remodeled new carpet, linoleum, 
blinds Gfreshpaint! Lots ofstorage both in andoutside the apartment... great for 4 people. 
$600/mo. + electric 
Time  is running ouflll     Call or stop by our office today I 
Mid Am Management  •  B41 Third St. #4 BG  •  352-4380 
I 
I 
•S 5    BGSU Dining Services presents the 
UNIVfRSMY 
DINING Senvicfs Community Easter Buffet 
Sunday, April \, 1999  11:00am until 2:00pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom - Student Union 
Menu 
Slow Roasted Prime Rib w/ Au Jus 
Hand-Carved Country Smoked Ham 
Chicken Breast Chablis 
Pasta Primavera 
Vegetables, Gourmet Salads 
Dessert Bar & Beverage 
Price 
adults- $10.95 plus tax 
BGSU students - $9.95 w/ BGSU student ID 
children 3-10 years - $5.95 plus tax 
children under 3 years - FREE 
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $9.95 
For reservations call: University Catering at 372-6951 
Monday - Friday 9am-5pm 
ARTIST WANTED 
Looking lor original T-shirt design lor Sibs NT 
Kids Weekend wnich incorporates the theme 
"Soring Swing '09" Submit designs to the Of- 
Sce ol Sudani Activities (330 Student Union) 
by Monday. Ma/ch 29, 1999 Any Oues 
tions-372-2343??? 
Beyond BG Sen or Celebration 
Invites you to come soe the Nissan 
300 2X Twin Turbo by Eppler. 
Tickets will be sold Irom 10:00-4:00 
Time is running out so get your 
tickets soon1 
The Celebration is Apnt 22nd> 
The Nssan 300 2X TWIN TURBO 
EXPERIENCE ME XICO THIS SUMMERI 
Enjoy an exciting and affordable six week cul- 
tural excursion to Guadalajara and Mexico 
City! Earn six credits in Ethnic Studies and 
Popular Culture. Classes conducted m English. 
Contact Rolando Andrade. Ethnic Studios. 
372-7119orrandrad@bgnel.bgsu edu 
FALL 1999 PRACTICUM OPPOR1UNITIES 
IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECRE- 
ATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT 
MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 
130 PFH AND DUE FRIDAY. APRIL 9. IN- 
TERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL 12-13. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130 
PERRY FIELD HOUSE: MARCH 23-CO-REC 
DBLS RACOUETBALL: MARCH 24-CO-REC 
3-PITCH SOFTBALL: MARCH 31-M. W SGLS 
* CO-RECD8LS TENNIS 
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS" APPLI- 
CATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE 
INTRAMURAL OFFICE ADVISORY BOARD 
FOR FALL 1999 PICK UP AN APPLICATION 
IN THE IM OFFICE. 130 PFH. AND RETURN 
BY APRILS INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED ON 
A FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE BASIS AND 
WILLBEHELDAPRIL8-9 
KD-Amy Millor'KD 
Congratulations to Amy on her engagement to 
Collin Martin 
KD'Amy Mcller'KD 
KD'liI Melmda and Amy-KD 
Welcome to our lamiiies1 We love you so 
muchi Love-Big Krista and Brandy 
KD-S!ephanie Fnedman'KD 
Congratulations to Stephanie on her pearling 
to Justin Craddock. 
KD' Stephanie Freidman'KD 
Lit Abbey-tonights the night 
to see if your guess 
is right. 
Who can your big be? 
Well here Is your last clue. 
about me 
I have a great big heart 
and I can't wail lor 
our friendship to 
Start. 
See you at the house lonighl at 9:45' 
American Heart 
Association! V 
It keeps 
more than 
memories 
alive. 
AMERICAN HEART 
ASSOCIATION 
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES] 
«imfe9&K» 
l-SIH)-AIIA-l S\l 
READ THE BG NEWS DAILY 
Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• Summer 1999 and Fall 1999 Leasing! 
• Summer leases starting at 6 weeks 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• close to campus 
• on-site laundry facility 
• $850/semester 
• includes heat, electric, cable 
Call Sara and Andy Strand at 
Newman Housing 
for details on hassle free living 
353-9164     
B&B 
Truck and Auto Repair 
10% Discount 
w/Student ID 
• Oil Change $19.99* 
most vehicles 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes 
13040 Bishop Rd. 
Bowling Gieen. OH 
353-2526 
Free Towing if we 
do the job! 
CaBBa 
UIIIHW imvia 
enrra 
B&B 
■ iihop 
ltd 
BGSU 
mill ■ inn JSI 
Bentwood 
Subdivision 
(across from Mercer Manor) 
■ DISHWASHERS 
• MICROWAVES 
. WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS 
•A/C 
. FIRE PLACES 
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED 
■ 2 BATHROOMS 
i 2 CAR GARAGE 
| 4 BEDROOMS 
M400 SQUARE FT 
> FIRE PLACES 
AVAILABLE 
BEGINNING 
MAY 15 or 
AUGUST 15! 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
www.wcnet.org/-gbrental 
Front mA Center 
•ftth 
Tami & Jererwy 
WH3GW8&1IFM 
Tuesday, March 23 
5-6pm 
Get ready for 
the big 
Usance Marashm 
call us at 
372- 2S26 
Invites you 
to come see 
The Nissan 300 
ZXTWIN TURBO 
by Eppler. Tickets 
for the car and other 
prizes will be sold 
@ 1/2 price today! 
Time is running out 
so get your tickets 
soon! 
\ 
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LrfGmaPiBetaPh. 
Angels and Arrows. Wmea Stive' 
blue, which clues are lies ana 
which ones ire (rue 
I hope you're enced and anxious 
lo see, exactly who your b<g 
wMtel 
Be at the house at 9 45 tonight. 
end you'll soon l.nd out if 
your guesses are right' 
I love you little 
Big??? 
LilJen- 
Forty-Five after 9 
and don't bt> ..He 
Because you have an 
important date. 
You're about to find what 
a great pair 
we'll be. 
I want you to know how 
special you are to me. 
So get here fast & 
bring some love. 
Because this 8ig-Lil pair 
was sent from above 
Love Big?? 
PhlMu'PhlMu 
The usters of Phi Mu would like lo congratulate 
Martha Yearsrn on her recent engagement to 
RobChmnock 
Phi Mu'Phi Mu 
See what's new 
in the news!! 
f«fia.ii'HJ 
163 SOUTH MAIN ST • BOWLING GREEN 
Management Inc. 
Now leasing for Fall 
1999-2000 
Management Inc. 
Hillsdale Apts., 1082 Fairvicw. 
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings. 
unique floor plan, cur ports 
9 1/2-12 mo 1 eases 
Start at $350   Call 353-5HOO 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apts., 215 E. Poe. 
Efficiencies A huge I huYms. taundr) 
on siic. lots of parking, I IT starts ai 
$230. i bdmw Stuns ai $340. 
C all 353-5800 
/(fEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apts., 830 4th St. 
Ibdnns. gas. heal. A/C Kcuuxleled. 
Stans at $375 Call 353-5800 
^vtEKCA 
Management Inc. 
Wooster House, 716 E. Wooster. 
I bdrm. -MHl'mo * Elec. One minute 
from South Hall 
Call 353-5800 
/vlEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Slop b\ our office at 1045 \. Main 
St for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800. 
www.wcnet.orn/-mccca 
HIGHLAND 
MANAGEMENT 
HO li Washington Street. Bimling Oreci 
354-6036 
Graduate studeni housing 
Avail. Now & Fall 
NEWLY REMODELED 
803 - 815 8th St. / Avail. May 1st. 
• Dishwashers 
• New refrigerators 
• Disposals 
• All new paint throughout 
• Self-cleaning ovens 
• New kitchen cabinets 
• Ceramic We 
• Cetlrng fans 
COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER! 
$550/mo., 12 mo. lease 
The Highlands 
220 Nape*: 
One bedroom, taunarv facilities 
in oWg. a/c 
From $395/mo 
The Homestead- 
Graduate Housing 
One ana two bedroom. A/C. 
on-sife laundry, ceramc I 
soundproof construe*on. skylight's 
dshwashe's vaulted ce*ngs 
From $450/mo 
Let us help you moke o tough decision 
eosy. coS or stop by the office TODAY' 
Call 354-6036 
v From 9-4 J 
P. Beta Phi 
Little Ashley. 
Tonight is the night 
it's finally here' 
You think you've got me 
Itgured out7 
You are nowhere neat' 
This due is the last. 
I nave a mysterious past 
See you tonight at 945' 
I love you htt)e. Big77 
P. Beta Phi 
til" Anna 
To my lit Anna, ffie hunt has Degun1 
Tonight wilt be exciting and 
loaded with lun. 
I can't wait till this day comes 
to an end 
You'll have not only a big. 
But also a If >end 
I love you irl Anna' 
Love. Big?77 
See you at the house ton;ght at 9:45' 
Pi Beta Phi 
Lil'Amy. 
What an awesome LH' 
it's easy to see. 
how glad I am 
that you will be 
part o' the family 
tree. 
I hope that you 
are surprised when 
you see that it's me. 
cause I Know you 
are the best Lil" 
there could ever be. 
See you at the 
house tonight at 9 451 
I love you Lil, 
Big777 
Pi Beta Phi 
LO'Manssa 
Big/Lil night is almost here 
I hope you're excited. 
It is drawing near' 
I can't wait Ml you know 
it's me. and you'll meet your 
wonderful family! 
I love you little' 
Love.Bigii 
See you tonight at the house at 9:45' 
Sigma Kappa "Sigma Kappa 
Hooray for Gina Lantman. Sigma Kappa's Sis- 
ter of the Week" 
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa 
Tan unlimited til the end of school. $35 or a 
month unlimited. $25. Campus Tanning. 
352-7889  
WITCH SUPPLIES 
Incense, candles, stones, oils, larot, ft more 
A [Alternatives  131  W. Wooster St. m BG. 
Psychic   readings   also    avadab'e.   Call 
352 SEED(7333J for more info 
Work 39 days a yoar and get up to 60%luit>on, 
up to $10,000 m student loan repayments, and 
up to $600 00 mo  not counting salary. Call 
now l -800-708-4068 for more info The Ohio 
Air Natonal C jard. Fuel Your Future 
WANTED 
'Male Subieaser Needed'* 
Campbell HiH Apts. Aug 99-May 00 235/mo. - 
util. Call 354-4246 ask 4 Josh 
1 rmte needed. Own bedroom April to Aug 
school year $200'mo. Call Mike Of Sara at 
353 704?.  
2 bdrm fjrn apt avail. May 15. $425/mo. » u- 
Mities Call 353-3330. 
:v> «♦!*<, "''■ 
SEAFOOD 
NEVER 
WORK 
LUNCH 
AGAIN! 
Is Now Hiring: 
Cooks, Servers & 
Hosts/Hostesses 
V Top wages 
A  Flexible Hours 
V Paid Vacations 
V Health/Dental 
Insurance 
V Employee Stock 
Option Plan 
are just a few of the great 
benefits waiting for you! 
\|iplv in person 
Mon. - Fri. 2-4 
401 W. Dussel Road 
Maumee, OH 43537 
(Just a few mlnutM from BG! 
Take 1-475W to Dusael-turn right.) 
2 female'oomates needed 
lor 1999 2000 school year 
New F*a/ee.$ 190-month 
Call 372 66'0or352 '455 
2 roommates needed for 99 00 school year 
Lg. House, own (com. affordable rent, close to 
campus Call 354 6/40 
2-BORM. Apt 426 V2 E Wooster St, Avail. 
May 15. 12 mo lease. $425/mo. uM. ind.. 
353 7547 days.  
2 BDRM. Apt. 7224th Si.. Avail Aug. 1. i2mo 
lease,   $425/mo.   w'd   hookup.   353-7547 
days ^^_^_____^^_ 
Female  aubleaser  needed    Summer  99  & 
9900 school year. $175/month ♦ utils. Own 
room   with   bed.   Close   to   campus    Call 
373 1884 
Inspiring young good-looking actor, 21 years 
old. Looking for theatre & TV opportunities Has 
auditioned with 20th Century Fox in LA & has 
gone through Margaret O'Brien acting classes 
Has been to IMTA Convention in NY ft LA 
Please contact Jason Todd at_(419) 665-2097 
Sub'easer wanted Nice 1 bdrm. apt avail. <m- 
med through July. Optional 12 mo. lease tor 
next year. AH uM inc.. furnished, good location. 
S395;mo..negot<ablO 352/735 
Summer subleases needed $tB0/mo. » elec- 
tric. Call 353-4447. 
HELPWANTED 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. 
For into call 203-319-2802 
2 Assistant Receivers for Student Union 
Dining Services. Must b« able to lift 6Qibs 
Hours are 8am-11am. $5.20 per hour. Days 
are flexible based on class schedule. Call 
the Student Scheduling Office to apply. 
372-7947. 
21* HOUR! 
Easy Work Processing Mail or Email 
From Home or School' For Details 
Email; Apply4now@smartbot.net 
770-937-6764 
375 Counselors and Instructors needed1 
Coed summer camps in Pocono Mountains, 
PA.    Lohikan.     1 • 800 • 486   432 i . 
www.lohikan.com, 
Camp Staff wanted, all-girl resident camp near 
Akron. OH, counselors, cooks, lifeguards, and 
horse staff. Musi enjoy outdoor living & working 
with children. Salary plus room & board. Call 
330 864 9933 eil   137 EOE 
Chi-Chi's is now looking for hard-working, self- 
starters to become part of our SALSAF1ED 
kitchen staff. Apply today' 1616E. Wooster 
Clerical Assistant needed for Continuing Edu- 
cation to assist with filing systems, record 
keeping, report generation, word processing, 
photocopying, other duties as assigned. This 
student position requires high degree ol accur- 
acy and strong organizational skills Pror office 
experience required. '0 hours weekly, 
$5 50/hr. Application deadline March 31. 
1999. Call Anita Knauss. Continuing Educa- 
IQ" 3-'? 8181 
Co jnibus O-o 
Scioto Country Club 
Summer Staffing 
Sooto Country Club is accepting applications 
for the club's pool facility for the 1999 season 
Applications and resumes should be forwarded 
to the club with interviews and hiring to be 
completed May i. 1999. The positions include 
the following   LIFEGUARDS. POOL SNACK 
STAND.     MAIN     CLUBHOUSE 
WAITER/WAITRESS AND BUSSING 
STAFF.Scheduling procedure conducive with 
summer activities Pay scaio is progressive for 
individuals who achieve Club's address 2196 
Riverside Drive, Columous. Ohio 43221 FAX 
(614) 486-8327 PHONE (614) 486 4341 
Computer geniuses needed. Staples is look- 
ing for FT and PT sales people. Computer ex- 
perience is necessary Apply m person at Sta- 
ples. 1080 S. Mam St. 
Direct Care/Residential Specialist Full and 
part time positions available to provide care 
and supporl to individuals with developmental 
disabilities living m the Children's Home and 
area group homes, including Bowling Green 
Primarily alternoons, evenings, and week 
ends. Starting wage $7 u $8 52 depending on 
experience/education Comprehensive train- 
ing program and excellent benefits Musi be 
16, have a valid driver's license and good driv- 
ing record, physically lit and able to hit 60ibs 
Applications and lour every Wednesday 
9:30-I0:30am and 4 30 5 0 0pm Sunshine 
Inc. of Northwost Ohio. 7223 Maumee 
WesiernRd. Maumee. Ohio LOU  
Enthusiastic personalities wanted for cart & 
bike rental at Putin-Bay. Seasonal work, hous 
mg. good pay. bonuses Call Island Bike Rental 
419-285-2016 orwnte Box 419 Put m Bay. OH 
43456 
FLOOR TECHNITION 
You want good pay ($7'hour) And the chance 
to grow   Now you can have it all-and then 
some-when you join Kellermeyet. the nation's 
*i department store cleaner Now hiring for 
PERRYSBURG LOCATION 
6 DAYS/WK (every 3rd wknd oft) 
MONFRI10PM 2AM 
SAT 6PM 10PM 
SUN 8PM12AM 
We Also Otter: 
*On-thejob training 
'Good working environment 
"Advancement Opportunities 
•Momemakers and Retirees Welcome 
"No experience necessary 
To    apply,    call    our    recruiting    line 
1-800-348-4359 from 8am 5pm Mon Fri A ask 
forjob#K-937t EOE. 
GAIN PROFESSIONAL SALES EXPERI- 
ENCE-BEST SUMMER JOB IN BG 
Student Publications is now accepting applica- 
tions for sales account executives. Gain valua- 
ble sales experience selling phone directory 
ads to local businesses Positions require 
15-20 hours per week and run Irom May 
through July. Students must have excellent 
communication skills, be highly mol.vated and 
have own transportation Stop by 204 West 
Hall for an application or call Toby at 372-0430 
lor more mlo. 
GRAPHIC DESIGNER POSITIONS (2) for 
Continuing Education: 
Graphic Artists lor Continuing Education 
promo materials (art designs, layouts for cata- 
logs, brochures, posters, etc). Must have ad- 
vanced skills with DTP (Pagemaker, Freehand, 
Photoshop), prior work experience and portfo- 
lio. Starting salary $590 per hour. Call Anit 
Knauss. CL ISP at 40 College Park: BGSU by 
March 26 
Help needed pro shop. Please call Tangle 
WooO Gull Club 833 1 725 lor more nfo 
Home City Ice Company is now hiring for these 
positions: Route Drivers. Production Stackers. 
Truck Loaders Competitive wages/flexible 
schedules Locations throughout all of Oh>o 
and Southeast Michigan Call for details at 
1 800 899-8070. 
Landscape nursery Flexible hours Must have 
transportation. Call 686- 7865. 
Looking for school age provider lor Something 
Special M-F. 3pm-6pm Starling in June, hrs 
wil' be i2-6pTi.Call 878-0911 
Nursing-RN'LPN- Part time working with 
children and adults with devetopme: .ai disabii 
ties Applications and tour every Wednesday. 
9 30 1000am and 4 30 5 00pm Or contact 
Human Resources (419) 8650251 Sunshine 
Inc of Northwest Ohio. 7223 Maumee 
Western Rd , Maumee. OH EOE 
PART-TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Behavioral Connections ol Wood County is 
now hiring Part-Time workers lor Residential 
Services Position invokes direct care and su 
perv.sion of mental health consumers, and 
overseeing facility operations. Shifts are for 
Monday. Tues, and every other weekend from 
4pm-12am. Sooal work and Psychology 
majors are encouraged to apply. Send resume 
IO 80i N College. B G   OH 43402. EOE 
Responsible college student needed for sum- 
mer to provide transportation for two ch. dren to 
various activities. Daytime, occasional even 
mgs and weekends Must have car Refer 
ences required Call 35? i04S.i':cru p r; 
Summer camp near Ann Arbor seeks counsel 
ors. lifeguards, Health Dir. Room ft Board. 
Salary Call /34-878-6ti?B         
SUMMER JOBS 
FEMALE    AND    MALE    COUNSELORS 
NEEDED FOR 
TOP CHILDRENS CAMP IN MAINE 
Top Salary. Room-Board'I aundry. Clothing 8 
Travel allowance provioed Must love children 
and have skill in one or more of the following 
activities   Archery. Arts & Crafts (Ceramics. 
Stained  Glass,   Jewelery),  Athletic   Trainer. 
Basketball. Canoeing, Kayaking. Dance (Tap. 
Pointe. & Ja/z). Drama. Field Hockey. Golf. 
Gymnastics (Instructors & Qualified Spotters). 
Horseback   Riding/English  Hunt   Seal.   La- 
crosse, Photography, Videographer. Piano Ac- 
compianisi,   Pioneering/Camp  Cratt.   Ropes 
(Challenge Course. 25 Stations). Sail.no. Soc 
cer,   Softball.   Tennis.  Theatre   Technicians. 
Track & Field, Volleyball. Waterskimg (Slalom, 
Tnck.  Barefoot. Jumping).  W.S I /Swim  In- 
structors. Wmdsurl.ng. Also opportunities for 
Nurses, HTML programmers and secretaries. 
Camp Vega for Girls! 
www.campvega.com 
E-mail: jobs@campvega.com 
CALL 1-8 00-838- VEGA 
COME SEE US! We will be on your campus 
Thurs., April 1st. 
Town Room, Student Union 
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION 
FROM10AM-4PM. 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
Summer nanny to watch two girls, 5 & 7. m our 
BG home 28-30 hrsAvk: swim, bike. play, etc 
Call 352-1956 after530pm  
The Jewish Community Center Physical 
Education Department Is now hiring tor 
summer employment. The department will 
be hiring counselors for sports camps, life- 
guards and swim instructors for our out- 
door Olympic sized pool, and personnel tor 
our Fitness Center. Applications may be 
picked up at 6465 Sylvania Avenue. Please 
direct any questions to Kimberly Gilmore or 
MikaMcMjhon atBH5_-4 10'^  
We are looking 'o' aquatic, aerobic. & kickbox- 
mg instructors and personal trainers Flexible 
schedule Pay based upon experience 
($i0-$20mr). Full dub benelits. Cal Tif'any at 
419-841-5597. St James Health Club. Toledo 
Woodcreek Farm & Greenhouse General 
Laborers Full or PT Now & thru summer 
$6 00/hr 8mi of BG. 655 2*26 
FOR SALE 
III Roland 5 50 Sampling Keyboard $150 
O BO Chrysler Factory Car Stereo-Cas $50 
OBO Ca'i Will ffl 354-1461  
'92 Ford Probe Auto. air. cruise $4600 best 
Offer Must sell' 354 7176 
1982 Poniiac 6000 57K actual miles. 33 mpg. 
auio. new tires A bare'y. exc cond Must sell 
$1650 Cal 353 7542  
1993 Ford Probe GI AC. stick shift, moon 
roof, all power New tires High tugnway miles 
$6,000 OBO Call Roxy at 352 8790 
1994 Ford Mustang Excel! cond h<ghway 
miles AsknqSbOOO Ca I 353-0456  
1995 Kawasaki Zx 6 Brand new. low miles. 
$6000080 Call 354 6038  
CARS FROM $500 00 
Police impounds and tax repo's 
For listings call 1 800 3'9 3323 »4558 
For Sale 
4 aluminum wheels. 14 x6.Fits Honda Owes 
$250 354-1924 anytime 
King size oak waterbed. headboard with shel- 
ves, heater, mattress, line*, d'awers. siderails. 
& 2 sets ol sheers $i50OBO 372-4544 
Macintosh 6320 CD. Power PC. monitor, prm 
ter 8 a i other acces mcl Great for surfing the 
net $550 obo Call Bill @ 353-1299. Must sell' 
THE 
TANNING 
CENTER 
.1 LOCATIONS 
THE WASH HOUSE    SOUTHSIDK LAUNDROMA1 
99.1 S. MAIN 
353-8826 
1 FREE Visit with 
package purchase 
and this ad! 
248 N. MAIN ST. 
354-1559 
1(1 BEDS/2 BOOTHS 
"BG's LARGEST" 
5 BEDS/1 BOOTH 
Serving BG since 1980 
THE HEAT 
904 E Wix)STER 
352-3588 
5 BEDS 
CLOSEST TO CAMPUS 
ALPHA 
B 
BETA GAMMA DELTA EPSIION 
OMEGA 
PSI 
X 
CHI 
ATTENTION GREEKS 
and all other organizations 
involved in 
Dance Marathon 
>■***.«.** 4 
ZETA 
H 
ETA 
e 
THFTA 
I 
IOTA 
d> -* K 
PHI
    Look for the "Dance Marathon"  Mf,p* 
issue of The Gavel this Friday! 
Y 
LIPH.ON Gavel A IAMBIC 
Place an ad wishing good luck to 
dancers. For your Gavel advertising needs, 
call Shannon at 372-3808 or stop by J» 
204 West Hall. TAU MU 
z 
SIGMA KHO 
DEADLINE: TODAY at 4:00 p.m. 
p        n        O        S        N 
PI OMICRON XI NU 
FOR RENT 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
f-or 1999-2000 scnool yt-.tr 
800 3rd Street 
i bedroom 
Fully furnished. AC. 
Laundry facility, no pets 
Parking, prof, maintenance 
Reasonable rent 
Gas heat, water & sewer included. 
Also summer rates 
Call 354 9740 for more details & app't 
I2unit apt buildings 
724 S.xlh street 
705 Seventh street 
$500 school year lease 
FREE heat, water 
sewer, gas. ft MHO 
354 0914 
"Mouses. Apis ft Rooms99 2000' 
326leroy up 1 bdrm 
307 1/2 E Reed 3 bdrm 
Rooms ft FfltC $205 ft up mcl atluM 
Summor ft 2nd Sem Apts avail 
Call 353 0325 9am 9pm 
1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts lor '99 00 schoc 
year 352 7454      
1 bedroom apt across from campus Ava 
mid Aug 1 yr lease. $300'mo * uMS 
419 897 9030 
12 month leases starting May 15. 1999 
122 N    Enterprise!   Br ••    person $350- Utri 
266 Manville 1 Br   1 person $350.uM 
605 Fifth #C-2 Br -2 person $370-util 
Steve Sm.th 352 8917 or 367-8666 
4 bdrm, 1 bath house at 516 E Reed 1/1 
block f-orn campus Avail. Aug 16. '99 for 
month lease. In good shape w>:h nice bacH 
yard Carpeted with offsueei parking avail Un 
furnished except refrigerator ft stove Nc 
dogs a'lowed. 1 month security deposit re 
quired If interested, call 4*9 885 8307 an 
leave a message for Steve  
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 
2 bdrm lurn.shed 704 5th St 
2 bdrm. unfurnished 710 7th St 
352 3445 for more information 
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING 
SECRET IN BG* Clean, 2 bedrooms, full) 
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, u 
tilities provided, on-site manager, balconyfl 
units available. Call lor an appointment: 
352-9909. 
Female sub'easer needed for May through Au 
gust Lg "2 bdrm apt to be shared* w/cu«ent 
tenant. Within walking distance to campus ft 
downtown BG Ke'n@ 353 7458 
BG NeWS is your 
source for grest 
advertising!! 
Grad students 2 bdrm brick, large yard 
$795/mo plusdep ft uM No pets 353-7257. 
leavomossage 
Houses for rent All 12 month .eases, tenants| 
pay utilities, security deposit ft parental guar- 
antees 
730 Elm-2BR. $475/montn available now 
734 Elm--3BR. 2 Bath. $725/month. available | 
Aug 15 
316Ridge(Front) 2BR. $550avaiabieMay 15 
3i6Ridge(Rear) 1 BR $300 available May 15 
233 W Merry-4 BR. $725 available August 15 
128 ManviIIe-4 BR. $950month. available 
August IS 
Phone 352-2330 or 354 2854 after 5 00pm 
New3bed'oom. 2 full baths house on 604 Fifth 1 
St Avail May t5Aug i5 Unfum.shed eiceptl 
re'ridgcatc, stove, and dishwasher. Excel: ' 
condition Must pay all uliM-es Can 352-3676 
New Rancn Home 3 Br . 2 ban. 'a^r-Ory. 2 car   1 
garage Avail May 1sl-$900 . UM -905 Mourn- ~ 
ing Dove Ln. Limit 3 unrelated tenants Steve [ 
Sm,th35?B9l7  
Sublease's needed for summer 1999 
4 bdrm house, i block from campus 
Air conditioning ft spaOOUS liv.ng room 
352-7164 
Read the 
BGNews Dally!! 
Tuesday Night: 
OPf N MIC NIGHT 
Call 353-0988 for reservations, alter 8:00pm. 
Be sure to ask for upstairs. Anyone can perform 
anything, (i.e. music, poetry, comedy). 
19+ NO COVER 
Drink Specials / Pool Tables 
WaW^^Wj^/^i 
ft I PUtetUicmSf udenfs! 
i 
I 
! 
Come and be part of the most active 
organization on campus!   It's a great 
experience, and you'll 
meet many new people! 
UAO has Open Director 
positions for the 
1999-2000 school year! 
Applications can be picked tip bcrwiTti March 22-26, 1999. 
in 330 Student Union.  Applications are due bv March 26, 
1999, and interviews will be held March 29-April 1, 1999. 
For more information, contact Jen Joyce at 372-2343 
i 
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• Hill #4, Itlll #4 BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY Mirck  M,  till 
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▼ 
Classic Greek tragedy 
this week at University 
A modern version ol Sophocles' 
classic Greek tragedy, "Antigone," by 
Bertolt Brecht, is being staged this 
week at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity. 
Antigone, one ol the lew remain- 
ing children of the lated Oedipus, 
laces off with her tyrant uncle, Kreon. 
Having crowned himself King of 
Thebes, Kreon wages war on Argos in 
his endless capitalistic hunger. He 
kills Antigone's two brothers on the 
battlefield to secure his crown. 
(Lett to right) Christine Conley, Melanie ftademaker. J. Michael Bestal 
and Bethany Young. 
The power-hungry Kreon issues a 
decree that will give one brother a 
hero's funeral, while the other, labeled 
a "traitor" for fleeing the battlefield, is to 
lay unbuned. His body is left to be 
devoured by vultures, allowing his soul 
to face perpetual unrest, defying all 
traditional death customs. 
That is an action Antigone cannot 
morally accept, which leads her to will- 
ingly give her life to defy the power of 
the state rather than bow down to in- 
lustice. 
Conjuring up Nazi imagery, the an- 
cient strength ol Oedipus' daughter 
continues to evoke a hope in human 
potential amidst worldwide oppression 
and injustice. 
"Sophocles' Antigone" will be 
presented in the Elsewhere The- 
atre, located in 411 South Hall. 
Performances are 8 p.m. March 24 
- 27. A matinee performance will 
also be presented 2 p.m. Saturday, 
March 27. 
The play is being directed by 
Leslie Bentley, a doctoral student in 
theatre from Norfolk, Neb. 
Tickets, $3 each, are available 
only at the door beginning one hour 
before curtain. There are no reser- 
vations. Seats are limited and avail- 
able on a first-come, lirst-serve ba- 
sis. 
DITOR'S NITE 
▼ 
As a part of Women's History 
Month, the University scheduled a 
presentation for yesterday by Chas- 
tity Bono, the daughter ol Sonny 
Bono and Cher. 
n addition to the event being an 
integral part of the celebration of 
The Women We Came From," the 
theme lor the month's events, Bono 
was selected to tell her story ol com- 
ing out as a lesbian. 
The University decided that Bono 
would be a wonderful speaker, and 
that her presence would, in effect, 
make a statement. 
As many students are aware, 
Matthew Shepherd was a 22-year 
old student from Laramie, Wyoming, 
who was murdered last year. He 
was tied to a fence post and beaten 
savagely, then left to die, because 
he was a homosexual. 
On a personal note, I was both 
stunned and outraged by the inci- 
dent. And although it is an issue I 
leel strongly about, I do not want to 
use this forum to vent my frustra- 
tions. And besides, I have limited 
space in which to do so! 
My purpose lor this Editor's Note 
is to point out that the University 
(along with the Women's Center, 
Vision, and several other organiza- 
tions) made a point to bring a 
speaker to campus in order to make 
Chastity Bono 
a statement 
about the 
Matthew 
Shepherd 
tragedy. 
It would 
be nearly 
impossible 
to rid the 
world of 
bigotry, 
prejudice 
and hatred, 
but it is impor- 
tant that as 
humans, we each try to make a differ- 
ence as individuals race. 
I feel that as an institution ol higher 
education, BG has an obligation to pro- 
mote diversity and present students with 
opportunities to educate themselves. 
And I am impressed that there was an 
effort made to make a statement about 
the Matthew Shepherd incident. 
It horrifies me to think that people can 
feel hale to a level that drives them to 
attack an innocent person. 
Chastity Bono's appearance on cam- 
pus was meant to celebrate Women's 
History Month and to heighten awareness 
about lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans- 
sexual issues. But her presence was 
also intended to speak out against hate 
crimes like the death of Matthew Shep- 
herd. 
And I for one want to commend this 
action and voice my support 
-Beth Kerby, editor 
Film symposium offers 
view of Caribbean 
through filmmakers' eyes 
When many people think ol the 
Caribbean Sea and its many coun- 
tries and vacation spots, they usually 
associate it with a relaxing time and 
reggae music. 
Film producer Bruce Paddington, 
a visiting prolessor in ethnic studies 
at Bowling Green State University 
believes thai the Caribbean has much 
to tell the world beyond the simple 
context ol being a great vacation des- 
tination. 
Paddington is organizing a film 
symposium later this month at the 
University which will offer an opportu- 
nity for students as well as the public 
to learn about the Caribbean through 
the eyes of its filmmakers. 
Tilled "Imagining the Canbbean 
Aesthetics, Identity and Location," the 
symposium is March 28-30 and will 
offer screenings of important films by 
Caribbean filmmakers that explore the 
heritage and social issues of the re- 
gion and how they relate to the United 
States. 
"The face of America is changing 
as it becomes more diverse, while the 
Caribbean has always been an immi- 
grant society. There are many 
Caribbeans.' We can take a look at 
what works and what doesn't, ask why 
not?" Paddington says. 
The goal is to give students and 
others an opportunity to meet with 
artists through classroom visits, panel 
discussions and informal presenta- 
tions, as well as social events. 
Some of the participants are Derek 
Walcott, poet and playwright from St. 
Lucia. Walcott was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in literature in 1992, the 
same year he published his epic poem 
"Omeros," based on Homer's "Od- 
yssey" and told from a Caribbean 
perspective. 
Also participating is Humberto 
Solas, acknowledged as Cuba's 
foremost filmmaker and whose work 
has won numerous prizes in inter- 
national festivals. 
His 1996 film "Lucia" is consid- 
ered by many international critics as 
one ol the top 45 most important 
films in world cinema. 
The evening ol March 29 will be 
devoted to a tribute to Solas. 
Many other filmmakers' will also 
be features at the symposium as 
well. 
Films will be screened in the 
Gish Film Theater in Hanna Hall. 
For more information, call the De- 
partment of Ethnic Studies at 372- 
2796 or Bruce Paddington at 372- 
7122. 
-Kari Gfell 
Humberto Solas on sight at a turning project. Solas is considered by many 
to be Cuba's foremost filmmaker. He has been awarded numerous 
international prizes. 
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TUESDAY, MARCH 23 
WWF Raw Ticket Raffle 
(8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) 
Sponsored by FIJI to benefit 
Dance Marathon. Education 
Steps 
Circle K Humanities t-shlrt 
sales (10 a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Dance Marathon Raffle 
(11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Walt Disney 
World College Program Alumni 
Association. Education steps. 
Creating and Converting Word 
Documents for the WEB 
(MAC) (12:30 p.m. - 2 p.m.) 
This workshop will open the door 
to web publishing. To register or 
for more informaion. contact Geri 
Ludwig at 2-6898 or 
gludwig@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 126 
Hayes Hall. 
"Teacher Employment 
Applications" Workshop 
(4 p.m.) 
Please sign up on the Web 
through the Spring Calendar link. 
360 Saddlemire  Student 
Services Building. 
Mardl Cinema (movie nights) 
(8 p.m.) 
French films with English 
subtitiles at the French House 
for free! This week's "Rue Cases 
Negres". French House (La 
Maison francalse). 
Is This the End of the World? 
(8 p.m.) 
A look ahead to what 
astronomers can tell us about 
the true end of the world billions 
of years hence. $1 donation 
suggested. Planetarium. 
BGSU College Rebubllcans 
meeting (9 p.m.) 
The College Rebubllcans meet 
every Tuesday, same place, 
same time; all are welcome! For 
more information contact 
zbernaObgnet. BA 112. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24 
WWF Raw Ticket Raffle 
(8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) 
Sponsored by FIJI to benefit 
Dance Marathon. Education 
Steps. Beyond 
BG Ticket Sales 
(10 a.m. - 2 p.m.)Sponsored by 
University Ambassadors. Tickets 
will be sold for $10 each. The 
prize to be awarded is a Nissan 
300ZX! Union Foyer. 
Dance Marathon PR table 
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)Union Foyer. 
Tie Dye Clothing & Candle 
Sale (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)Vendor 
will be selling a variety of tie 
dyes and candles! Sponsored by 
UAO. 
Education Abroad Display 
Table 
(10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.)Call the 
Education Abroad Office at 
2.0309. Off-Campus Student 
Center. Moseley Hall. 
Dance Marathon Raffle (11 a.m. 
- 4 p.m.)Sponsored by the Walt 
Disney World College Program 
Alumni Association. 
Education steps."Violence, 
Gender and Drinking In the 
Early National United States" 
(1:30 p.m.)Presented by Scott C. 
Martin. Associate Professor of 
History and ICS Scholar In 
Residence. This talk examines 
the role of domestic violence in 
shaping temperance reform and 
gender ideology. Event is free 
and open to the public. For more 
information, call The Institute for 
the Study of Culture and Society 
at 372-0585. State Room. 
Student Union.Women 
Graduate Students Support 
Group (5 p.m.(Looking for a 
space to renew and re-energize? 
Take an hour out of your hectic 
schedule once a week and drop 
by the Women Is Center for 
rejuvenation and discussion. 
Last week we discussed time 
management, how to work with 
your dissertation committee, and 
balancing having a social life 
with academic demands. Join us 
one week or every week. Every 
Wednesday from 5:00-6:30pm. 
The Women's Center, 107 
Hanna Hall. 
Sorority Row Parking Spot 
Raffle (TBA) Would you like 
your own numbered parking spot 
in the sorority row faculty lot 
(directly behind the union)? Buy 
a raffle ticket and win the spot 
for a month! Tickets will be 
available for $1 each or 6 tickets 
lor $5. Drawing will be held 
March 26^ and the winner will 
"own" the spol from March 29th 
to April 29th. Proceeds will 
benefit Dance Marathon and the 
Children's Miracle Network. To 
purchase tickets contact Aaron 
(2-2071) or Sean (2-8092)!! Phi 
Mu House. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 25 
WWF Raw Ticket Raffle 
(8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) 
Sponsored by FIJI to benefit 
Dance Marathon. Education 
Steps. 
Beyond BG Ticket Sales  (10 
a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
Sponsored by University 
Ambassadors. Tickets will be 
sold for $10 each. The prize to 
be awarded is a Nissan 300ZXI 
Union Foyer. 
Dance Marathon Info Table 
(10 a.m. -4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Tie Dye Clothing & Candle 
Sale (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Vendor will be selling a variety of 
lie dyes and candles! Sponsored 
by UAO. Math Science Building 
Foyer. 
Dance Marathon Raffle 
(11 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Sponsored by the Walt Disney 
World College Program Alumni 
Association. Education steps. 
Education Abroad Information 
Session (4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.) 
Call the Education Abroad Office 
at 2.0309 for details. 1103 
Offenhauer Wesl. 
African Holocaust Lecture 
(7 p.m.) 
Important events of African- 
American slave/ Jim Crowe days 
will be presented. Discussion of 
present day status of these 
events and their impact. 
Admission is free. Presented by 
the African American Graduate 
Student Association. Taft Room- 
Union. 
Fish Tails & Fish Tales (8 p.m.) 
Fish Tails and Fish Tales" is a 
solo performance written and 
performed by Al Gerschutz and 
directed by PHD student Mary 
Kate Ridel. The production is a 
strongly enhanced popculture 
piece, dealing with culture, 
travel, and life experiences. 
Actor Gerschutz journeys to 
three different cities and deals 
with confrontation from copius 
amounts of people. With 
wonderful direction by Ridel you 
will travel right along. Admission 
to the event is $2. Sponsored by 
IFTC and Theta Alpha Phi. For 
more information contact 
agersch@bgnet. 121 West Hall. 
Sorority Row Parking Spot Raffle 
TBA 
Would you like your own 
numbered parking spot In the 
sorority row faculty lot (directly 
behind the union)? Buy a raflie 
ticket and win the spot for a 
month! Tickets will be available 
for $1 each or 6 tickets for $5. 
Drawing will be held March 26"' 
and the winner will "own" the 
spot from March 29th to April 
29th. Proceeds will benefit 
Dance Marathon and the 
Children's Miracle Network. To 
purchase tickets contact Aaron 
(2-2071) or Sean (2-8092)11 Phi 
Mu House. 
P 
FRIDAY, MARCH 26 
WWF Raw Ticket Raffle 
(8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.) 
Sponsored by FIJI to benefit 
Dance Marathon. Education 
Steps. 
Dance Marathon PR table 
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer . 
Tie Dye Clothing A Candle 
Sale (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Vendor will be selling a variety ol 
tie dyes and candles! Sponsored 
by UAO Math Science Building 
Foyer. 
Dance Marathon Raffle 
(11 a.m. -4 p.m.) 
Sponsored by Ihe Walt Disney 
World College Program Alumni 
Association. Education steps. 
Fashion Merchandslng Assoc. 
Fashion Show 
(6 p.m. - 11 p.m.) 
Ballroom. 
Campus films presents "How 
to Make an American Quilt" 
(8& 11 p.m.) 
Films are open to all BGSU 
students, faculty, and staff. 
Admission is $2.00. Tickets may 
be bursared. Two tickets may be 
purchased with one ID. The Box 
Office will open one half hour 
before the first show. If you have 
any questions, comments, or 
suggestions about Campus films 
please contact Clayton Tinney at 
the UAO office at 372-2343. 111 
Olscamp Hall. 
Is This the End of the World? 
(8 p.m.) 
A look at the panics caused In 
days past by the appearance of 
comets and meteors. $1 
donation suggested. 
Tails * Fish Tales (8 p.m.) 
"Fish Ta-ls and Fish Tales" is a 
solo performance written and 
performed by Al Gerschutz and 
directed by PHD student Mary 
Kate Ridel. The production is a 
strongly enhanced popculture 
piece, dealing with culture, 
travel, and life experiences. 
Actor Gerschutz journeys to 
three different cities and deals 
with confrontation from copius 
amounts of people. With 
wonderful direction by Ridei you 
will travel right along. Admission 
to the event is $2. Sponsored by 
IFTC and Theta Alpha Phi. For 
more Information contact 
agerschObgnet. 121 West Hall. 
s 
SATURDAY, MARCH 27 
Chess Tournament 
(8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.) 
For more information contact the 
University Chess Society. Ohio 
Suite. 
BGSU CMN Dance Marathon 
(10 a.m.) 
The BGSU Children's Miracle 
Network Dance Marathon is a 
32-hour (10 a.m. Sat - 6:00 p.m. 
Sun.) event held to raise money 
for our nearest children's 
hospital, the Medical College of 
Ohio (MCO) in Toledo. Student 
Recreation Center. 
Men's Tennis hosts Toledo 
(1 p.m.) 
The Falcons open the Mid- 
American Conference schedule 
against the arch-rival Rockets. 
Four of BG's seven MAC 
regular-season matches will be 
held at Keefe Courts 
African People's Association 
Annual Dinner (2 p.m. - 2 a.m.) 
Union Ballroom 
Campus films presents "How 
to Make an American Quilt" 
(84 11 p.m.) 
Films are open to all BGSU 
students, faculty, and staff. 
Admission is $2.00. Tickets may 
be bursared. Two tickets may be 
purchased with one ID. The Box 
Office will open one half hour 
before the first show. If you have 
any questions, comments, or 
suggestions about Campus films 
please contact Clayton Tinney at 
the UAO office at 372-2343. 111 
Olscamp Hall. 
Fish Tails & Fish Tales 
(8 p.m.) 
"Fish Tails, and Fish Tales" Is a 
solo performance written and 
performed by Al Gerschutz 
and directed by PHD student 
Mary Kate Ridel. The 
production is a strongly 
enhanced popculture piece, 
dealing with culture, travel, 
and life experiences. Actor 
Gerschutz journeys to three 
different cities and deals with 
confrontation from copius 
amounts of people. With 
wonderful direction by Ridel 
you will travel right along. 
Admission to the event is $2. 
Sponsored by IFTC and Theta 
Alpha Phi. For more 
information contact 
agerschObgnet. 121 West 
Hall. 
« 
SUNDAY, MARCH 28 
Is This the End of the World? 
(7:30 p.m.) 
A look at the panics caused in 
days past by the appearance of 
comets and meteors. $1 
donation suggested. 
Planetarium. 
MONDAY, MARCH 29 
College Republicans table (8 
a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Would you like to join BGSU 
College Republicans or find out 
more information about the 
organization? Visit our 
information table and sign up to 
become a member or talk lo a 
current member of the group. 
Union Foyer. 
WWF Raw Ticket Rattle (8:30 
a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) 
Sponsored by FIJI to benefit 
Dance Marathon. Education 
Steps. 
HP/HSA Tutlon Rattle Ticket 
Sales (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Beyond BG Social Nights 
(8 p.m.) 
Earn Spirit Points for Beyond 
BG foryour organization! Visit 
Easystreet Cafe every Monday 
night and be sure to check in 
with a Beyond BG 
Representative. Wings will be 
S.10. hot dogs $.25. with all 
proceeds going to Dance 
Marathon. Join other BG 
students to watch wrestling, or if 
you prefer, Melrose Place, have 
lots of fun, and support Dance 
Marathonl Easystreet Cafe 
Rattle (TBA) 
Would you like your own 
numbered parking spot in the 
sorority row faculty lot (directly 
behind the union)? Buy a raffle 
ticket and win the spot for a 
monthl Tickets will be available 
for $1 each or 6 tickets for $5. 
Drawing will be held March 26" 
and the winner will "own" the spot 
from March 29th to April 29th. 
Proceeds will benefit Dance 
Marathon and the Children's 
Miracle Network. To purchase 
tickets contact Aaron (2-2071) or 
Sean (2-8092)11  Phi Mu House. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 30 
College Republicans table 
(8 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Would you like to join BGSU 
College Republicans or find out 
more information about the 
organization? Visil our 
information table and sign up to 
become a member or talk to a 
current member of the group. 
Union Foyer. 
WWF Raw Ticket Rattle (8:30 
a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) 
Sponsored by FIJI to benefit 
Dance Marathon. Education 
Steps. 
Intoductlon to CD-ROM 
Technology- Using an Old 
Technology for New Ideas In 
Teaching and Learning (Win. 
95) (9 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.) This 
will introduce you to some of the 
creative ways you can use the 
power of CD-ROM technology. 
To register or for more 
information, contact Geri Ludwig 
at 2-6898 or 
gludwig@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 126 
Hayes Hall. 
HP/HSA Tutlon Raffle Ticket 
Sales (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Men's Baseball hosts Defiance 
(2 p.m.) 
Steller Field. 
MORT Meeting (Multicultural 
Organizations Round Table) 
(5:30 p.m. ■ 7 p.m.) 
Sponsored by Multicultural 
Activities. For more information, 
contact Lisa Herod at 372-2343. 
Taft Room. 3"* floor Union. 
Mardl Cinema (movie nights) 
(8 p.m.) 
French films with English 
subtitiles at the French House 
for freel This week's film is "Nelly 
et Monsieur Arnaud "  French 
House (La Maison francaise) 
Is This the End of the Wortd? (8 
p.m.) 
A look at the real threats posed 
by dangers of an asteroid impact. 
$1 donation suggested. 
Planetarium. 
BGSU College Rebubllcans 
meeting (9 p.m.) 
The College Rebublicans meet 
every Tuesday, same place, 
same time; all are welcome) For 
more information contact 
zbemaObgnet. BA 112. 
Psl Chi and UPA Meeting 
(9 p.m.) 
Conklin 422. 
HP/HSA Tutlon Rattle Ticket 
Sales (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
w 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31 
HP/HSA Tutlon Raffle Ticket 
Sales (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer 
AIDS halr-cut-a-thon 
(4 p.m. - 8 p.m.) 
Stylists will be offering hair-cuts 
for only $5-$7! Sponsored by 
Golden Key National Honor 
Society. 
Athletic Academic Honors 
Banquet (TBA) 
Contact the Falcon Club for 
more information. (419) 372- 
7100. Grand Ballroom. 
BROWN BAG LUNCHEON 
(TBA) 
THE BOOKS WE COME 
FROM...THE WOMEN WE 
BECOME >Rona Klein, faculty in 
Women's Studies and English, 
will lead an informal discussion 
of children's literature, with a 
particular focus on books for and 
about girls. She will provide 
resources tor anyone wanting to 
critically evaluate and select the 
literature they make available to 
their daughters. Come prepared 
to discuss—even read from, if 
you like—the books you come 
from! The Women's Center. 107 
Hanna. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 1 
College Republicans table (8 
a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Would you like to join BGSU 
College Republicans or find out 
more Information about the 
organization? Visit our 
Information table and sign up to 
become a member or talk to a 
current member of the group. 
Union Foyer. 
Beyond BG Ticket Sales 
(10 a.m. -2 p.m.) 
Sponsored by University 
Ambassadors. Tickets will be 
sold for $10 each. The prize to 
be awarded is a Nissan 300ZXI 
Union Foyer. 
HP/HSA Tution Raffle Ticket 
Sales (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
F 
FRIDAY, APRIL 2 
College Republicans table (B 
a.m. • 5 p.m.) 
Would you like to join BGSU 
College Republicans or find out 
more Information about the 
organization? Visit our 
Information table and sign up to 
become a member or talk to a 
current member of the group. 
Union Foyer. 
Gospel Choir Program 
(10 a.m.- 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Men's Tennis hosts Buffalo 
(2:30 p.m.) 
The Falcons face the MAC'S 
newest member. Keefe Courts. 
Campus films presents "The 
Goonies"  (8 & 11 p.m.) 
Films are open to all BGSU 
students, faculty, and staff. 
Admission is $2.00. Tickets may 
be bursared. Two tickets may be 
purchased with one ID. The Box 
Office will open one half hour 
before the firsl show. If you have 
any questions, comments, or 
suggestions about Campus films 
please contact Clayton Tinney at 
Ihe UAO office at 372-2343. 111 
Olscamp Hall. 
Is This the End of the World? 
(8 p.m.) 
A look at the end of last 
millennium and to the tear that 
gripped the ancient Aztecs when 
their calendar cycles turned 
over. $1 donation suggested. 
Planetarium. 
s 
SATURDAY, APRIL 3 
Men's Tennis hosts Northern 
Illinois  (10 a.m.) 
The first of two matches today 
for the Falcons of head coach 
Jay Harris. Keefe Courts. 
Men's & Women's Track hosts 
Northwest Ohio Invitational 
(10 a.m.) 
Whittaker Track. 
Men's Tennis hosts Robert 
Morris (3 p.m.) 
The second match today and 
the third In two days for the 
Falcons. The RMC contest 
completes a five-match 
homestand for the Brown and 
Orange. Keefe Courts. 
BGSU Cheerleaders banquet 
(4 p.m. - 8 p.m.) 
Community Suite- 3rd floor 
Union 
Campus films presents "The 
Goonles"  (8 & 11 p.m.) 
Films are open to all BGSU 
students, faculty, and staff. 
Admission is $2.00. Tickets 
may be bursared. Two tickets 
may be purchased with one ID. 
The Box Office will open one 
half hour before the first show. 
If you have any questions, 
comments, or suggestions 
about Campus films please 
contact Clayton Tinney at the 
UAO office at 372-2343. 111 
Olscamp Hall. 
SUNDAY, APRIL 4 
Is This the End of the World? 
(7:30 p.m.) 
A look ahead to what 
astronomers can tell us about 
the true end of the world 
billions of years hence. $1 
. donation suggested. 
Planetarium. 
Calendar 
of 
Cultural 
Arts 
TUESDAY, MARCH 23 
The Tin Drum (4 p.m.) 
Directed by Volker Schlondorfl. 
this 142-minute lilm was made 
in 1C79. Part ot the German 
Film course. Open to all. Gish 
Film Theater. Hanna Hall. 
A Place of Rage (7 p.m.) 
An exuberant celebration ol 
African-American women and 
their achievements. (52 min.) 
Celebrating Women's History 
Month. Gish Film Theater. 
Hanna Hall. 
Trumpet Ensemble (8 p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
MONDAY. APRIL 5 
"Negotiating Salary A Perks" 
Workshop "Negotiating Salary 
A Perks" (10:30 a.m.) 
Workshop. Please sign up on 
the Web through the Spring 
Calendar link. 360 Saddlemire 
Student Services Building - 
Career Services Office. 
Black Student Union Ticket 
Sales/Spring Festival (11 a.m. - 
3 p.m.) Union Foyer. 
Beyond BG Social Nights 
(8 p.m.) 
Earn Spirit Points for Beyond BG 
for your organization? Visit 
Easystreet Cafe every Monday 
night and be sure to check in 
with a Beyond BG 
Representative. Wings will be 
$.10. hot dogs $.25. with all 
proceeds going to Dance 
Marathon. Join other BG 
students to watch wrestling, or if 
you prefer, Melrose Place, have 
lots of fun. and support Dance 
Marathon) Easystreet Cafe. 
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 24 
Sophocles' Antigone (8 p.m.) 
Elsewhere Theatre Production. 
Adapted by Bertolt Brecht. 
translated by Judith Malina. 
Antigone's ancient strength 
continues to invoke hope in 
boundless human potential. 
Elsewhere tickets are $3 each 
and are sold at the door on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
411 South Hall 
THURSDAY, MARCH 25 
Jazz Guitar Ensemble (8 p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
Sophocles' Antigone (8 p.m.) 
Elsewhere Theatre Production. 
Adapted by Bertolt Brecht, 
translated by Judith Malina. 
Antigone's ancient strength 
continues to invoke hope in 
boundless human potential. 
Elsewhere tickets are $3 each 
and are sold at the door on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
411 South Hall. 
Nikolaikinche (8:15 p.m.) 
Directed by Margarethe von 
Trotta; Germany. Beyer's story is 
of a state security agent's lamily 
after his death in 1987. The lives 
of his daughter, son and widow 
are touched by the agency he 
served, as were the lives of 
many East German citizens. 
(1995, 133 mins.) English 
subtitles. Gish Film Theater. 
Hanna Hall. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 26 
Concert Band and University 
Band (8 p.m.) 
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Sophocles' Antigone (8 p.m.) 
Elsewhere Theatre Production. 
Adapted by Bertolt Brecht. 
translated by Judith Malina. 
Antigone's ancient strength 
continues to Invoke hope In 
boundless human potential. 
Elsewhere tickets are $3 each 
and are sold at the door on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
411 South Hall. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 27 
Young People's Concert: 
Percusslonl (11 a.m.) 
Final event of the 98/99 
season will feature Professor 
Roger Schupp and the BGSU 
Percussion Ensemble. The 
program will demonstrate the 
variety of sounds that 
percussion instruments can 
make, as well as explain about 
rhythm, patterns and timbre. 
This 45-minute Saturday 
morning program is geared 
toward children over 5 years ol 
age. Admission is $2 tor adults 
and $1 for students. Tickets 
will be available at the door 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
Sophocles' Antigone (2 p.m.) 
Elsewhere Theatre Production. 
Adapted by Bertolt Brecht, 
translated by Judith Malina. 
Antigone's ancient strength 
continues to invoke hope in 
boundless human potential. 
Elsewhere tickets are $3 each 
and are sold at the door on a 
(irst-come. first-served basis. 
411 South Hall. 
Sophocles' Antigone (8 p.m.) 
Elsewhere Theatre Production. 
Adapted by Bertolt Brecht. 
translated by Judith Malina. 
Antigone's ancient strength 
continues to invoke hope in 
boundless human potential. 
Elsewhere tickets are $3 each 
and are sold at the door on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
411 Soufh Hall 
mins.) English subtitles. Gish 
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. 
Faculty Artist Series: Jane 
Solose, piano (3 p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
SUNDAY, MARCH 28 
Nikolaikinche (3 p.m.) 
Directed by Margarethe von 
Trotta: Germany. Beyer's story 
is of a state security agent's 
lamily after his death in 1987. 
The lives ol his daughter, son 
and widow are touched by the 
agency he served, as were the 
lives of many East German 
citizens. (1995, 133 mins.) 
English subtitles. Gish Film 
Theater. Hanna Hall. 
Faculty Artist Series: Jane 
Solose. piano (3 p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
MONDAY, MARCH 29 
The Marriage ol Maria Braun 
(4 p.m.) 
Directed by Ralner Fassbinder, 
this 120-mlnute film was made 
in 1979. Part of the German 
Film course. Open to all. Gish 
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. 
Music at the Forefront: Trio 
Arbos (8 p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
TUESDAY, MARCH 30 
The Marriage of Maria Brsun 
(4 p.m.) 
Directed by Rainer Fassbinder. 
this 120-minute film was made 
In 1979. Part of the German 
Film course. Open to all. Gish 
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. 
Tuba/Euphonium Ensemble 
(8 p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31 
Paving the Way (7 p.m.) 
Four extraordinary women of the 
1950s who broke the mold. (52 
min.) Followed by The Women 
of Summer: An Unknown 
Chapter ol American Social 
History about the Bryn Mawr 
Summer School lor Women 
Workers in 1921-1938. (55 min.) 
Celebrating Women's History 
Month. Gish Film Theater. 
Hanna Hall. 
Faculty Artist Series: Ventl da 
Camera (8 p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 1 
Fiction and Poetry Reading by 
Alumni Michael Czynle|ewskl, 
Jennifer Glbbs, and David 
Hawkins (730 p.m.) 
MFA Program alumni will read 
from their works. This event is 
sponsored by the Creative 
Writing Program at BGSU. Prout 
Chapel 
Percussion Ensemble (8 p.m.) 
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Der blelerne Zelt (Marianne 
and Jullane) (8:15 p.m.) 
Directed by Frank Beyer; 
Germany. The political turmoil ol 
the 1970s is examined through 
the story of two sisters whose 
different political positions on 
effecting social change cannot 
break their bond. (1981. 106- 
minutes) Stars Barbara Sukowa 
and Jutta Lampe. English 
subtitles. Gish Film Theater. 
Hanna Hall. 
MONDAY, APRIL 5 
Lola (7 p.m.) 
Directed by Rainer Fassbinder, 
this 115-mlnute film was made in 
1981. Part of the German Film 
course. Open to all. Gish Film 
Theater. Hanna Hall. 
A ■ PIS 
Hundreds of students 
ready to dance for 
Children's Miracle 
Network March 27-28 
Once again scores of University stu- 
dents University will be working to bring 
some hope into the lives of many chil- 
dren as it hosts the fourth annual Dance 
Marathon. 
Bowling Green State University 
Dance Marathon Steering Committee, in 
conjunction with the Children's Miracle 
Network will be holding the 32-hour 
dance on March 27 and 28. 
Those leading this year's effort hope 
that they once again can make history 
by setting a fundraising record lor the 
fourth consecutive year, breaking last 
year's tolal of $153,000. 
The funds raised by BGSU Dance 
Marathon benefits the Children's Ser- 
vices al the Medical College of Ohio 
Hospital. The proceeds go toward re- 
search, treatment, equipment and edu- 
cation lo children from Northwest Ohio 
who are dealing with terminal or life- 
threatening illnesses, birth defects or 
severe trauma 
More than 100 campus organiza- 
tions participate and commit themselves 
to helping the lives of children through 
dancing, sponsonng dancers, and do- 
nating services throughout the year. 
This year there will be approximately 
300 students dancing for children. 
The BGSU Children's Miracle Net- 
work Dance Marathon is the largest stu- 
dent -run philanthropic organization in 
the state of Ohio. 
Raising more than $153,000 in 
1998, the BGSU Dance Marathon has 
raised the most money in the nation lor 
any third-year Dance Marathon 
Over all, the BGSU Children's 
Miracle Network Dance Marathon is the 
third largest money raising CMN Dance 
Marathon in the nation and growing. 
The goal of Dance Marathon is not 
only to raise money for the children, but 
also to involve the members of our cam- 
pus and community by making a differ- 
ence in the lives of children. 
Dance Marathon will be held at the 
Student Recreational Center and will 
begin 10 a.m. March 27 and end the 
following day at 6 p.m. 
Many local bands and different 
forms of entertainment will be provided 
throughout all 32 hours.. and of course, 
lots of dancing will occur. 
Please contact the Dance marathon 
office at 372-0530 if you have any ques- 
tions about the event or wish lo partici- 
pate. Those interested in supporting 
Dance Marathon can send pledges to: 
BGSU CMN Dance Marathon, 450 Stu- 
dent Services, BGSU. Bowling Green, 
Ohio 43403 
-Kari ('.fell 
